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CADENT OWN (Fayette Co.):

@a/ddn/to~

(Lexington East). A suburban

community on some 70 acres" centering at"the junction of Liberty and
Todds Roads, about

It

miles east of Lexington's New Circie Road and

se of downtown Lexington. On land he-had purchased in 1867 from the
farmstead of Capt. John Starks, a Revolutionary War veteran, Owen
Caden, for whom it was named, established "the community to house freed
slaves.

In 1970 it was home to some 145 persons. r!.0nald

B~rf~i( ~cA

Michael Putnam, Part 2, "Rural Settlements Housing Study of ],971,
Housing Rept. of City-County Planning Comm. "May 1971, Pp." 39-~

JJ

VCADIZ (Trigg Co.): l!ad/lhz, IGid/e~

(Cadiz, Cobb). A 5th
Little River and
class city of some 1990 persons and the seat of Trigg Co., on/

us

68(KY 80),139 air miles sw of downtown Louisville. It was

laid off in 1820 on 52 acres deeded by Robert Baker for the new
county's seat to be called Cadiz. The post office was established Jan. 5, 1821 with James H. Haden, postmaster, and the
town was incorporated in 1822.

The origin of the name has never

been determined.
One oft heard explanation is that a Spaniard
.,
in an early surveying party had suggested that it be named for
his hometown.

It definitely was not named for. the city in Ohio.

Ul) Perrin, COUNTIES OF CHRISTIAN & TRIGG, 1884, P. 93; (2)
Roy McDonald, interview,

8/29/1n~/bbl

11'l..r

.~.

/ CAINS STORE (Pulaski Co.): t!anz Sta,,§

(Mintonville). A hamlet

with a recently discontinued post office at the junc'tion of KY
80 and 837,,3/4 mile from the Casey Co. line and 12 air miles w
of Somerset.

The post office had 3 locations.

It was estab-

lished March 3D, 1863 with Christopher C. Gossett, postmaster,
and named for Smith Cain (1822-1892), a local landowner in
"

.

~

whose store 'the post office was located,.

J

In the mid 1930s,

foll"owing the completion of KY 80. the post office and store
were moved about 3 miles to a point on the highway just w of, '<---'--, ~
the head of Wolf Creek.

Around 1960 the post office was moved
I

'

again, about a mile w on KY 80 to· its present site to be closer
,,'
to its patrons. The community served by the post office at its
2 most recent locations has been locally called Caintown

which

was the official name of the local school and the cemetery.
The Nancy post office, 7t road miles se" now serves the area.
&ary Weaver, interview, 3/23/1 971] I 'f 10
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CAIRO (Henderson

co.)I.~a/ro~

(Poole). This farm trade center of some

150 residents, extending for almost a mile along USflA, 6~ air miles ss
of Henderson, was noted in the mid 19th century for its tobacco stem...,
meries.

The first name proposed by Albert G. Walker for the post offic

he established there on Aug. 1, 1840 was rejected by the postal authori
ties •. Why he then suggested

Cai~ohas

never been determined; there is

no evidence that he named it for the town in s.outhern Illinois.
Kentucky's CablO was incorporated in 1873'.

Since the closing of the

post office in 1903 the commuhity has been on a Henderson rural route.
Gtaralea Arnett, ANNALS AND SCANDALS OF HENDERSON CO., KY. 1775-1975,
1976, Pp. 210,

~
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~aelh/bu~

19ALABOOSE, CALLABOOSE (Wolfe Co.):

,-

, ,

~

(Pomeroy ton) :

An extinct post office on the ridge w of Big Calahoose Creek (a
branch of the Red River), some) air miles n of Campton.

The

name is said to have been applied early in the 19th century to
the then inaccessible and inhospitable creek, the vertical cliffs
bordering which made it virtually impossible to get out of when
the creek vyas at high tide.

This apparently reminde'd ,s_o~_~arlY

travelers of the Spanish word Calabozo meaning a "place of
detention".

The local post office was established June 19, 1909

as Hardeman, probably for its first postmaster, George W. Hardeman,
but in April 1911 it assumed the name Oallaboose.

No one

agree, even now, on the proper spelling of the name.

,<"teems- to
~,,----'

Occasionally
.. ' !

--

-

,one still comes across -the folk etymological account of the . female
moonshiner named Oalla who somehow got the post 'office named for
her.I~"the one room Calaboose School closed in the late 1960s.
The area is now on a Campton rural route. ~i) Clark B. Firestone,
_

_

,; ,_;;---, f;_

"Adventure in the Wil'dl Land of Oaliabooss"'CINCI.
STAR, 10/18/
__ <.(;;;;",
\..:,_-,;r,-:.~-,.:,-_.,, .~_

"I"

1929; (2) Hafel Booth, letter t~ ~~,-1/6/i97iJ

,

,.

'.

,/1--'1, 1"'-3("

.

(0"'.1'11'( :

/

CALDWELLi

~aw!wehl.

357 sq. miles •

K~hld!wehl.

Koh!wehl.

Pop.' 13 .~;p·6:

Seat I

Ka/wehl. KahlC d) I",:,eh~

Princeton.

Established in

1809 ,from part of Livingston' Co. and named for. Greral John
,

\

-

"

"

Caldwell who, after service .,: in,,' George Rogers C,lark' s' Indian
-~-

,

I

campaign of 1786. participated in the 1787-8 Danville Conventions
considering' Kentucky statehood. >Jt~ went on l:t0~',serve in the,
..........

'...)

KentuckY Senate (1792-6) and was,"for several months until his

.' ,

death in 180~.c~entuckyis second Lt. Gov.

.[

" --;

I
,I

'-

~

CALEAST (Madison Co.): ~ael/eesJJ (Richmond South). Never more than
a crossroads store on
air miles s

KY_

52, a mile west of the present I-75 and J

of,Richmo~~,

master Calvin East.

The post

it was probably named for
of~ce

i~s

was in operation from

first post
189~

to

1905 and the vicinity is now on a Richmond rural route. The store
,

I~~~

,

,

building is now a residence. ~obt. N. Grise, interview, ~/28/197~

"

'"

v/

CALHOUN (McLean Co.): fKael/huriJ (Calhoun). A 5th clllSS city of some ~~9.
residents and the seat of McLean Co., on the n
90 air miles sw of downtown Louisville.

_bank of Green River,
(1739~1809),

Henry Rhoads

a

German-born Pennsylvanian, is reported to have laid out a town at the
Long Falls of Green River in 1784/5 and called it Rhoadsvil1e. In +785
his brother/Solomon is said to have built a fort on the hill overlookino

J

the river.

The community was thus renamed Ft. Vienna ostensibly by

John Hanley who had acquired Rhoades' land by suit_ in 1787.

A post

office was established there as Calhoun on Feb ,- 23, 1849 with Wm. H.
(1797-1852)
Williams, postmaster, and named ~9r John Calhoon (sicl',' lawyer, circuit
(,8:Is-3Q)

judge, and US Congressman).

-

r

It was 11lid off and chartereq. in 1852 and

contended successfully with Rumsey, llcross the river, (q.v.) for the
seat of the new cou~ty which was established in 1854. (Il).Katheryn
Leachman, McLean Co. PNS ms, fall, 1972; (2) "McLean Co. Was Settled
by 1784" McLEAN CO, NEWS Bicent. issue, 7/1/1976, P.

IH~

rc.7,9J2.

"

, '," ;;

..
,

,

(Campbell Co.):. C:aelh/faWrn/Y~ (New Richmond);

./ CALIFORNIA

A 6th class city with an active post office and a'1976 popu3!ation
.~ "- ~""""'\' b "-Il c.o. .5'.....+ '" r
of 94. on the Ohio River. 5 air miles se of,AlexandriaJ~
Gam~bell Ge. seat) and 16 ai~.miles se of downtown New~ort.

. is likely;

th~ t s~metime be;~re1813:'a

this' si te around James Kennedy' ~

settlement

.,~~rrYI

It

~a~>;ffilt.;i~~~:::at

for a post office of that

name was established on June 6th'0f-.that year, with John Reed.
postmaster.

In 1817 tllis' office was moved about 1'(miles sw and

renamed Flagg Spring 1l1aegh Sprih):lJostensiblY for a local spring
around which::some~'wild iris or flagg, a flowering plant, may have
/.1 00

grown.

'.... ' .

On Dec. 10, 1852 the post office of California was estab-

lished at the Kennedy's Ferry site with John H. Nelson, postmaster,
and probably named for the western state. (Curiously, it's b,een
c."''''''l'b<-II. c. v-,,+ y \t'
suggested thatA California may first have been called Oregon, or at
least a community of that name may have preceded the establishment
..
~ ..1'A-.l t-ti,o.+ .s: i +<>..
of the California post offic).
Several days after this office
was closed in 1863, the Flagg Spring post.office was returned to
,

this site and renamed California.
,r----.

,

Then another Flagg Spring post
r-

office was opened at \th51;Flagg
",--,
. Spring site in 1870 and operated
until it closed in Jan. 1907"

.i"~

Cal:i:forfha' was incorporated ,'i,,--.-'-"3X', ~ti~'h ~c

in 1~74 and soon became a flourishing ind~~ial town and river port •
•

Yet several devastating floods have reduced the town to a cluster of
mobile homes and some ranch houses.

A residential community at the

junction of KY 10 and7B5. less than a mile Se of the Flagg Springu
post off1ce site, still

be~rs

Fl.~~ Sl'ril'\q

t,ll,tt! name.. but is now sery-ed by the

California post office,' 2k road miles n. [II) Margaret Hartman,
interview, 5/22/1979; (2) C.B. Truesdell, lett'er to Emmet L. Hardy,
11/14/1949; (3) Jeff Gutsell, "'Town was Classified as Prettiest
Along River/Before Closing" CINC!. ENQ. 4/30/1979, P. A211~Y6rlre-.r,i1"".

. ,.

, -! •

./ CALLAWAY

(B-ell Co.):

~ael/a/w~

(Balkan).

A village with

an active post office on-_ the Cumberland River and US 119,
air miles e of Pineville.

6t

The local post office was established

as Letcher on J-an. 14, 18]1 with Lewis Green, postmaster, and
named for then Kentucky Congressmam (and later Governor) Robert
P. Letcher (1788-1861).

In 1855 the name was changed to

Callaway probably for Charles J. Callaway who served as postmaster from 18]8 to 1875.

/

CO~NTY:
CALLOWAYt.~ael/a/w~.
Murray.

384 sq. miles.

Pop.

2/T,9:pO.

Seat:

Established in 1822 from part of Hickman Co. and named

for Col. Richard Calloway, one of the founders, with Daniel
Boone, of the Boonesborough settlement.

He represented Kentucky

Co. in the Virginia General Assembly and was killed by Indians
at Boonesborough in 1780.

-
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CALVERT CITY
A

~th

(Marshall Co.)

I

l!ael!v.rt

Siht!~ (Calvert City).

class'industrial city with an active post office and some

2100 residents at the junction of KY 95 and the Illinois Central

Gulf Railroad. 2 miles s of the Tennessee River and 9! air miles
n of Benton.

Around 1870 the Paducah & Elizabethtown (now ICG)

Railroad was offered a right-of-way by P{otilla) W{illis) Calvert
if it would build a station on his land and name it for him.
This was done and the town built up around it was incorporated as
Calvert City on March 18. 1871.

The Calvert City post off1"e was

established Aug. 27. 1872 with Wilson H. Calvert. postmaster.
Until the Second World War this was chiefly a farm and timber
shipping. center.

~I-OJ.U.C+~

Its uniq4'e position on the Tennessee River

floodplain but above the high water mark. its location

~

miles w

of the Kentucky Dam. a low cost electric power source, and the
navigable channel of the river at this point attracted industrial
development,
today several major chemical plants are located
-- and -------on this plain between the town and the river. In 1957 the BGN
reversed its

192~

decision which had favored Calvert, the:,name

applied to the local railroad station. [31) Freeman
P.

8~;

&

Olds, 1933.

(2) Lemon's HAND BOOK, P. 102; (3) W.S. Massa, TVtJ" in

~/29/1954

appeal to the BGN for a n.ch. from Calvert to Calvert

City; (If) D~C. LIST OF BGN. No. 5701, 5/1957, P. ~

:

~

;.

?o} 1':13,

H7/9~2.

/

CALVIN

(Bell Co.) I

)!ael/v~il

(Varilla, Middlesboro North).

A hamlet with an active post office and a station on the
Kentucky & Virginia (L&N) Railroad, on the s bank of the
Cumberland River, just below the .mouth of Hances Creek, 1+ air
miles ese of Pineville.

While the station has always been

known as Page, the post office was established as Calvin on.
April ), 1908 with Belle .Pursifull, postmaster, and named for
~

i'

:

the local magistrate, Henry Calvin Miracle.

Until 1966 when

the BGW decided in favor of Calvin, the community had also
been identified as Page on topographic maps.

Yet the Page

name is still applied to the consolidated elementery school
on US 119, Ii miles below and across' the river from the post·
office.

lJ 1) Mrs. Donnie Eldridge,. Pineville, Ky..

me, 1+/22/1980; (2) BGN Dec. List l . #6602, 1966, P.

..

,

letter to

iiJ 'rU

.

I

i'j-e-

-- ...
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....
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CAMARGO (Montgomery Co.): [!cOl!mahr!g0!iJ (Levee).

This 6th

class. ci ty of some 18,~O residents, on US 460, 4· air miles se
of Mt. Sterling, is generally believed to have been named
for a town in Mexico by veterans of Zachary Taylor's army in
the Mexican War.

However, according to one account, it may

have honored a Mexican entertainer named Camargo who "delighted" American servicemen during their stay in, ,his country. Yet
references to an early 19th century church of trris name in the
'. ,

county have also been found.

The post office was established

Nov. 22, 1848 with J.M. Ricketts,
196).

postmast~r,

and closed in

It is now on a Mt. Sterling rural route •.

~l)

Hazel

Boyd, interview, 6/23/1977; (2) Ibid., letter to me, 8/25/7ijIQ3,-,''l..:?7

(.O\.l.f'\TYI
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CAMPBELLI~aem/(b)~i].
Seat:

149 sq. miles.

Pop. 83,'?"o.o.
...
".~-'

Alexandria. ':E$'tablished in 1794 from parts of

Mason, Scott, and Harrison Co's. and named ,for Col. John
,
Campbell, Irish-born Revolutionary War officer and Jefferson
Co. pioneer landowner who may have helped to layout the
forerunner of Louisville and represented this county in
Kentucky's first Constitutional Convention and the State
Senate.

From.G~mpbell Co. were created Boone and Kenton

and parts of Bracken and Pendleton Co's.
- - ..
~

--

- _.-

---

~

--~.~---~---.
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/CAMPBELLSBURG (Henry Co.): &aem(b)!-alZ/bergE] (Campbellsburg).
A 6th class city with an active post office and" some 500

t--<?Sicl.<?-Y\-!-s,

persensl extending for a mile w along US 421 from its junction
with KY 55 and 574.
New Castle.

l~

miles e of I 71 and 6 air miles n of

What may first have been called Campbellsville

for a local family was established on Jan. 29. 1840 by Legislative act as Chiltonsville and named for the family of Charles
J. Chilton. a trustee.
its name to

Three weeks later. another act changed

Campbel~sburg

and the post off:ice.,which had been

established in the vicinity as Benevola on Feb. 25. 18JO. was
also renamed Campbellsburg in Sept. 1840.

The arrival of the

Louisville Cincinnati & Lexington (or Short' Line. now L&N)
Railroad at a point

t mile e and the construction 9f a depot

in 1869 led to a population shift

and soon to the distinction

between Q1g and New Campbellsburg.

The post office and other

,

.

,

businesses were moved to the vicinity of the depot and New
Campbellsburg. as such. was incorporated in 1876.

Over the

years the corporate boundaries of the latter have extended to
pretty much include the site of Old Campbellsburg and the town
is now known simply as Campbellsburg.

~

Ashley Chilton.

interview. J/26/1979; (2) Drane. HIST. OF HENRY CO •• 1948. Pp.
44-iJ .n I 11-. rc'

.,
.,.,

V

CAMPBELLSVILLE (Ta~lor CO.)I ~aem/bolz/V:ih:Jl (Campbellsville) •
A 3rd class city of some 7~OO p~rs·ons and the seat of Taylor Co.,
on US 68 (KY 55),62 air miles sse of downtown Louisville.

It

was established by the KentUCky Legislature on Jan. 3, 1817 and
named for Andrew Campbell who had founded and laid it out on
land he had acquired and settled as early as 1808. The post
froM

office dates

,...

-_. <

Jan. 2, 1817 and the town, incorporated in 1838,

became the seat, of the newly established Taylor
{Yetty Jane Gorin, interview, 10/18/197~'1~~1

90.

in 1848.

!

CAMP DIX

(Lewis Co.)

I

[Kaem p Dihi] (Head of Grassy). The late

Dick Howard's fishing camp on Kinniconick Creek and the present
KY 59. 7 air miles sse of Vanceburg. was a very popular vacation
spot.

Dick's Camp became Camp Dix when the Mouth of Laurel post

office, 2 miles below. was moved to the camp site on July 1,
1935.

Mouth of Laurel was established June 17,

186~

and named

for its location at the mouth of this fork of Kinniconick.

The

Camp Dix post offIce still serves that vicinity. &eulah Faye
Lykins, lett.er to me, 2/3/197j 110:3

,; CAMP NELSON

(Jessamine and Garrard -intercounty feature):

[~~.JN~.~

c- tJ',

(Little Hickman). "A community of indisti~:t

boundaries on both sides of the Kentucky Ri ver;d::: the are~
oJ."",,1""" }-J>---

~'.J'

if{. c{ 0"""" f'11'~,

just below the mouth of Hickman Creek. at least 6 air miles s
f\

of Nicholasville and 9 air miles n of Lancaster.

On the site

of a natur-al ford and ante-bellum community on the Jessamine
Co. side of the river. the first

Union~Army

recruiting station

in-Kentucky'was estabiished in 1863 and named for Gen'I. William
Nelson who had been killed in a duel with a fellow officer in
1862.

For_some years after the war. local distilleries were in

operation on the n bank of the river and area farm produce was
shipped by barge and '1(teamboat from that site.

The first post

,L,'~~~ov-+ , - ~

~Io

80---11"'-:;'

offi_ce to serve the area was established as Jessamine on Oct.
17. 1853.

It moved across the river to Garrard Co. in 1861 but

returned to Jessamine Co. -as Camp Nelson on Aug. 21. 1863.

, '

.'

Its

fl\e4

existence on both
sides
of the river ended in-1920
.
.
A
by which time @f; had come to occupy a. section of a large general
intermitte~t

store by the old US 27 bridge on the Garrard Co. side of the
river. just w of the new US

2~

bridge.

~e

area was recently

developed as a tourist attraction with stores. craft and specialty
shops. and a motel on old US 27 on the s bank of the river. and is
,~~,? c.,.s,'r:A..-<-~ 1'11'1 +> -)'1/5.
Ir'tvY
now served by.a branch of the Lancaster post office. About It

ceo

miles n of the river is the Camp

Ne~son

National CemeterY with the

graves of over 5000 Union dead. Ul) PATCHES OF GARRARD co." 1974.
.
, 6/14/1.97~8
Pp. 274 ff;" ()
2 Robt. 111. Suell. .
J.nternew.
~ I ::J 0,

.> I -_/;
, - ,

11

~0
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CAMPTON (Wolfe Co.)

I

l!:aem( p)/t_1}J (Campton).

A 6th class

city of some !?d9. residents and the seat of Wolfe Co./ on KY
191 (old KY 15), just south of

theMoun~ain

air miles ese of downtown Louisville.

Parkway and 116

According to tradi-

tion, when Nim Wills arrived at the present site of the
court house, he saw the remains of an old camp that he
assumed had been made by Jonathan Swift on one of his famed
silver;. ,mine adventures.

'.

Soon a settlement grew up around

the site and was called, first, Camp Town and then Campton,
while the local stream still bears the name Swift Camp Creek.
The post office was established as Campton on Jan. 16, 1867
with Francis M. Vaughn, postmaster, and the town was incorporated in 1870. ~860-1960 CENT., CELEBRATION OF WOLFE CO •. ,
~7"~"l
KY. SOUVENIR B.oOK, 9/2-5/1960" P. U
.

.

;

~ANADA (Pike Co.):&Kaen/o/doJ

(Belfry). This hamlet at the
-

-

forks of Big Creek was named for one or more local families
active
of Canada or Kennedy. The/post office, on US 119 at the
mouth of Pigeonroost Branch, 12 air miles ne of Pikeville,
was established May 3, 1876 with Lewis Runyon, postmaster.
!:C1Yde Runyon, letter to me, 12/13/l97~ IIV~

/

CANE VALLEY (Adair Co.): \!can Vael/eiJ (C'ane Valley). A village
wi th an active post office and some 200 residents on'" old KY 55,

I!

miles from the Taylor Co. line and

4!

air miles n of Columbia.

Pioneer Thomas Massie is said to have settled on Caney Fork of
Russell Creek at the head of which Patrick Henry Bridgewater
oPElned a store, started a steam-powered saw and flour mill, and,
on Aug. 6, 1855, established a post office he named for the
thick cane brakes in the valley. [Ii) Leste~'DUdgeOn', "Valley's
First Settier Came in 1791"· COL. STATESMAN, 2/5/1975, ·P. 2:1-6;
(2) Vista Royse Allison, METH. HIST. OF ADAIR CO., KY. 17821969, n.d., P.

~"l913a-a40~

/

CANEY (Morgan Co.): [}an/~ (Cannel City).

This thriving

turn-of-the-century trade center in the heart' of s·, Morgan
Co's. cannel coal producing area, has since declined to
hamlet status with 2 stores and an active post office centering
at the junction of KY 191 and 1000, 7 air miles s of West
Liberty.

The community grew up around the Walnut Grove Church

which had been organized by pioneer Baptist preacher Daniel
Wil,liams at the mouth of Brushy Fork of Caney 9reek and named
.
for the local grove of walnut trees. It early may have been
known as the Walnut Grove Community and as Pinhook for the
- ·bent pins residents -often -used for fishing .. The post office,
established Aug. 2, 1854 by David Isaac

Ly~ins,

was

~amed

Caney, it is said, for one Elcaney Lykins, a highly respected
local resident, and the community also assumed this name.
With the opening of the area's cannel coal mines and t,he. arrival
of the Ohio & Kentucky Railroad after 1900, the town boomed.
But its prosperity was shortlived. The depression closed the
mines in 1931 and the railroad was soon abandoned forcing businesses to close and residents to look for jobs elsewhere. Much'
of the land has since reverted to farms. [Hilda L. Benton, "A
Hist. of Caney, Ky." in RECOLLECTIONS: A Journ. of the -Appal.
Oral Hist. Proj. at Lees J.C., Vol. 1(2),.Spring, 1973,

.:12..7/

n.~

/

CANEYVILLE

(Grayson Co.); [Ka/nee/vihi]

(Caneyville).

Long

the commercial center 'of w Grayson and n Butler Counties, this
6th class: city' with an active post office and some 575 resi"dents, on US 62, 10 air miles wsw of" Leitchfield, probably
began as a pioneer trading post just below the forks of Caney
Creek for whose cane bott'oms it was named.
some standing as

a.~rade

While it enjoyed

center for area livstock, timber, and

farm products
following
ane establishment of
its post office
"
.. • - \->
,
onFeb. 25', 1837 and the· founding qf the town 3 year~ later,

.. '

its' prosp~rity was assured only with the compJ.,etion 'c't the ..
Elizabethtown and Paducah (now Illinois Central 'Gulf) . Railroad
to this point in .1870.

The tovm was chartered by the Ke.ntuc;:ky

Legistlure on April 9, 1880.
i

.

~i) "Caneyvill~

i'n' the 'Da;s

G~ne

By" GRAYSON CO. NEWS, 7122/1955,; (2) Peggy Majors in "Commu~"'"
sect. of the BiCent. Ed. of the LEITCHFIELD GAZ. ~ .. 1976, P.'

'4; 1"'7J '3/'.3

I

r'77..

,,

..
. -. .
~

~!

\

.'

/

CANNEL CITY (Morgan Co.): [Kaen/dl Siht/ei"J (Cannel City).
•

An

. CO""'-f ~ +u ~

attractive and prosperous community centering at the mouth
/ J;".... """-i.

8~

of Stone Coal Fork of. Caney Creek,

J;

<>(

<1L-

c..-

•

-r

~

0

air miles s of West

Liberty, that developed around and was named for the cannel
coal mines established there around 1900'.
J......... t:..,

the

of~ces

I'~

J

Me

of the Kentucky Block Cannel Coal Co.) and the
1Nl-..,."",

offices and shops of its affiliated
K-Which

Here were located

....,N--.." 1'1.-".

ope~~a j~ction
.

O~io

ko...d/~~. ~'I,-- ~

& Kentucky Railroad

with the L&N' just w of Jackson,
~1"!lo

Ky. to this POint,some 27 rail miles n,and\ultimately to its
northern-tifr'niihus -on' the Licking ltiver nwof West Liberty.

- -

~, ~<F=..~hes-

For nearly 30 years Gannei City was home to some 1500 emplQyees
'1rJ~
.
of both operations. By the mid 1930s a dwindling coal,supply

oj

which could no longer justify profitable mining led to the'
closing of the mines;=-. ... the abandonment of the

railroad,._~nd·:-

~R-a-SRept-t~m~ a mass exodus of the population.

What remains

is a hamlet extending for about lt miles along KY 191, centering
(2.M. A--P

0

on a consolidated school and the' local post office, in operaty~l~ IT· ~\<?n-...

tion since Jan. 27. 1902.

'Ii

~l)

- -

-

Justine lson & Joretta Davis,

"The Rise and Decline of Cannel City" RECDLLECTIONS:

Journ. of

the Oral.Hist. Proj., Lees J.C., Vol. 1 (3), Feb. 1973, Pp. 354-6; (2) "Morgan Co. Rich in Cannel'Coal" MORGAN CO. CENTEN. ED.

. .
';::-,.r 06 I b 0,3
1823-1923. supplem.to LICKING VAL. COURIER, 12/27/1923, n.~

.'

"!

'CANNON

(Knox C1).): @aenh~ (Rount). This active post office ___ .__ ~

on KY 11 andlLittle Richland Creek, 2t air miles ne of Barbour••..2;;.--".-'

ville, was established May 29, 1901 by Henry L. Cannon'
for his. family.

and.n~~ed

Yet one occasionally hears of the cannon

,

~et
,

up

dur.ing the Civil War by pro-Union militia to halt Gem'l. Felix
Zollicoffer's approach to a local salt works during his march on
Barbourville.

Q:.

Sol Warren, interview, 6/23/197~ I '(0 ~

.:

-I CANNONSBURG

(Boyd Co.) I Ufaenhnz/bergJl] (Ashland) . A sub-

urban community with extinct post office and a 1970 population of some 400, just se of the junction of US 60 and KY
.180, )/4 mile n of I 64 and 4t air miles ssw of Ashland.
Popular accounts tying the name in with Civil War artillery
must be
as 1840.
~ract

disoo~nted'since

the name had been applieq as early

In 18)6 Jeremiah M. Cannon had bought a 100 acre

on. the Marsh Run branch of East Fork of Little Sandy

River from Jacob Vanbiooer·(sic).

The local post office

·--'-·--------=w~a~s~e=stablrshed~s-East-Fork-Aug;-7.--1839
pioneer~..isettler,

with-John

Colvin,~,__~_

as postmaster, and the name was changed in

1850 to Cannonsburg.

The office was disconti.nued in I ~3;l.

and the community, which includes the county high
on an Ashland rural route.

ill) WJW,

•

is

schoo~

letter to me, 10/28/
1-e.1l-<-

1970; (2) Evelyn Scyphers Jackson, :tn1;eniew,

I 0 '1/ I 117 7

:;-)

9/19/197~

\

/

CANOE ,(Breathitt Co.): LKa!nu, Kii/nilJ

(Canoe). A settlement

with an active post office on KY 1877, t mile'up Canoe Creek
from its confluence with the Middle Fork of the Kentucky
River and 7t air miles ssw of Jackson.

The post office

established as Canoe Fork on Aug. 14, 1891 with William
Little, postmaster, became simply Canoe in 1894.

According

to tradItion, the creek waters got so low that someone's
Canoe couldnt be floated out and had to be abandoned. ~lara
Jackson, interview, 6/JO/197~

131

0

J

CANTON (Trigg Co.):

~aenth;il

(Canton).

A village with an

active post office on' US 68 (KY 80) and the e bank of Lake
Barkley of the Cumberland River,

7~

air miles sw of Cadiz.

The site was first settled' in 1799 by a party led by Abraham
Boyd, a North Carolinian, whose horse mill, cotton gin, and
warehouse became the nucleus of a thriving shipping center
known as Boyds Landing.

By j;his name the post office was

established Oct. 15, 1820 with George A. Gordon, postmaster.
In 1823 Boyd laid out the town he called Canton, and the post
office was renamed accordingly in August of that year.
(M

developed as a major:

-fh1L

L"w~Cu.iI'Ibes.ia.nl R(II~
.por~--consideFed second

Canton

only to

Clarksburg :in the amount of business: conducted there during
much of the 19th century.

However, with the coming of the

railroad to nearby towns, the importance of river-borne trade
declined and the town's economic sia:1i'us faded to insignifi,.-.-.

cance.

.'

'-0'

The. fL",e.o..,.

Noone knows why the Cant on name was applied. 1.

.~

may

have been named for one or more of-the American cities which
then bore this name or,

re..f/-ec.+-i"'~

for

~he

. . Boyd's aspirationsl

seaport in China' -with
which
.

American ships were by then engaged in considerable trade.
Today the village is but a residential community with several
businesses serving its local residents and the visitors to'
nearby Lake Barkley. I3IST. RECORD OF TRIGG CO. 1820-1970,
1 ~8'
c.1970, n.p..!l

I'

"

~

CANYON FALLS

,

I

(Lee Co.): l§aen!yan Faw~ (Tallega). The si~e of

a church and mission school on KY 708 and Bear Creek, an e bank
tributary i,Q'f the Middle Fork of the Kentucky River,
~"-~

e of Beattyville.

__

6i

air miles

•

I

First called e~rt_ers"Chapel for a local church,
-

--,."

,

it was here that Dr. Edward O. Guerrant, in 1900, opened one of a
,I

'network of settlement schools in the southern mountains.

On Oct.

14, 1909 Andrew J. (Uncle Jack) Bowman established the now defunct
post office which was named for the local canyon and falls.

The

falls were later dynamited into non-existence for the construction
,

of a new road.

Residents of the area now get their mail

post office at Tallega,

2t

fro~

road miles sw. Ill) NeVyJ{~.':Shack:elford,

interview, 7/8/1978; (2) LEE CO. CENT. 1870-1970, P. 2~

1:J';;I.,/:S7'l-

,I
"

,i
"

.

• ,

.~

the

~CARBON

GLOW

(Letcher Co.):

~abt/bdn GhlO~

(Blackey).

A large coal camp at the head of Caudills Branch, 2 miles
from its confluence with Rockhouse Creek and 7 air miles nw
of Whi t~i3;b~rg, was builtin the 1920s .DY~~ -aridu:'!.amed fbr,<the
",

" J ,

---.~.

_ _ _ _ _ ..--..-...---.--~-~"-~--

Carbon Glow Coal Co. ',·O~F-eb.
16, 1926 the post office of
.':.-". --.
-.' ......~

David, which had been established Dec. 26, 1908 by William
Caudill and named for David Caudill, was moved 3/4 of a mile
up the branch by its then postmaster, William J. Mandt/and
renamed tor the new coal camp.

It's been suggested that, in

seeking a name to connote the' superior quality of its product,
the company modified the words ~/'glowing coal";-jwhich l:ia~i'~hat
-'

c.,~tiLB0ti'·,wi th "carbon" as a fancier rendering of "coal";=-~~~:~:_

reversed them for a catchier name, and came up with Carbon
Glow.

Or the company may have wished to trade on the succ.ess

of the Welsh mining towns called Glo thus-and-soij'! as did a:
firm in neighboring Perry Co. which had founded and named a
camp Glomawr (q.v.) a decade before.

In either case, except

for the slate dumps, there's now no evidence there of any of
the mining· that had characterized the vicinity in the past.
A few of the original homes in this once racially-integrated
camp are left and the 150 residents (c1970) receive their
mail from Letcher post office on Rockhouse, 2.8 road miles s.
(1) N.M. Webb, letter to Wm. G. Steel, 4/22/1922; (2)Wm. T.
Cornett, interview, 12/24/197~

,I

.I • -'

....

~

1"1..-1

~JJ""'G.r

./ CARCASSONNE (Letcher Co.): ~ahr/k~/zohj

(Blackey). A small

settlement with an active post office on Elk Creek (or Gent)
Mt., t mile sw of the Knott Co. line and 9 air miles wnw of
Whitesburg.

The post cffice was established as Gander

GGha~n/dd~ on March 27, 1907 with Harrison Banks, postmaster,
and was named, it's believed, for the many wild geese found
there at the time.

In the early 1920s, a settlement school

was opened there by Hendrix D. Caudill.

The large cliffs

surrounding the school are said to have reminded one young
teacher of the walled city of Carcassonne which she had seen
but a short time before on a tour of southern France that she
\.-.

succeeded in getting it named the Carc?ssonne Community Center.
In 1937 the post office was renamed Carcassonne.

The school

was
closed in the early 19.70s but its building _<_"-_:_.:_
is still
used
__ ....,.,..._.I_."
•...: _
as a community center where monthly square dances attract a

.~.

_-'_'.~"

~~.

" J _ _ ,;,,-'"

~ . . . . . . _.'.~"

~

."

__

"._ _

"

_.:._

••

wide participaticn inspite of the relative inaccessibility of
the place. ~m. T. Co~rett, interview, 12/~~/197il 1~6s-

.' ,

j

c....oU,}IT

GARLISLE /j:ahrllah/2'l
Bardwell.

D.

Seat:

195 sq. miles.

Established in 1886 from part of Ballard Co. and

named for John Griffin Carlisle (1835-1910) who served Kentucky
in the US Congress from 1877 to i891, the iast 6 years as

,

Speaker, and the US Senate from 1890 to 1893 when he was
appointed Secretary of the Treasury in President Cleveland's
second administration.

V

CARLISLE (Nicholas Co.): 11:ahr/lah/ai] (Carlisle).

A 4th class city

of some 17GO persons and the seat of Nicholas Co:, on K'r.',:- 32 and 36,
87 air miles e' .

~of

downtown Louisville.
-

It was founded in 1816 on
.

land donated by John Kincart for the relocation of the county's seat
from Ellisville, 5 miles n/

"

.' .,and probably named by him for his

late father, Samuel's home town, Carlisle, Pa.

The Kentucky Carlisle

post office was established Jan; 28, 1817 with Jesse Bouldin, postmaster.

~Oy

L. Shannon, interview, 1/18/19iiJ J?7 'f

V CARMACK

(Lyon Co.): ~ahr/mae~ (Eddyville). Little remains of this

Between the Lakes settlement, o~-wh~t h§._d.-b~een
sw of Old Eddyville.

kyo

522, 2t air miles

First called Pottertown for a pottery shop and

store established there in the late 1880s by J. Frank Bonner, it was
renamed for its location t mile ne of the forks of Carmack Creek, a
branch of the Cumberland River. Since this stream is so identified on
early surveys it is doubtful, as has been suggested, that it was
(I '65g--/Qog)

("

named for Edwiird W. Carmack/, US Senator from Tenness.ee '-LQot-I'107).
The Carmack post office, also established by Bonner, was,
!"av{h9

~n

opEration

from 1890 to 1912/ the Pottertown name" ._' , already been applied to a
post office in Calloway Co.

~l)

Nancy S. Beck, letter to me, 1/20/79;

(2) J. Milton Henry, THE LAND BETW. THE RIVERS, 1976, P. 2~ 96,JD~

"

.'

/

CARNTOWN (Pendleton Co.): ~ahrn/to~
ni ty on K'(

151+,

betweel~

K'(

(Moscow). Nearly extinct commu

8 and the Ohio River, just below the

mouth of Stepstone Creek.- l~ miles from the Bracken Co. line and ll!
air miles nne of Falmouth.

This site may first have been called

Barker's Landing and Stepstone but the post office was established on
July 5, 1839 as Motier

§awt/a Iy~

with Francis Chalfant, postmaster

It was discontinued in 1872 and re-established the following year wit:
Hiram J. Carnes as postmaster. Jacob Carnes, who had assumed the post
mastership in 1881+ had the name changed to Carntown in 1891. It was
discontinued in 1920.

Stepstone Creek was ~named'.!by_-suryeyors in 1793

for the resemblance of its bed to a series of stone steps. The derivation of the other names is unknown. ~.E. & Mary Louise Barton "P.N
of Pendleton Co." DAR ms in KHS Libr. Pp. 8,
;

III

a-Y7

~ CARPENTER

(Whitley Co.):

~ahr/p3n/t~i]

(Frakes).

A hamlet

whose active post office. on KY 92, 1 mile from the Knox Co.
line and lot air miles e of Williamsburg, was established
Aug. 1, 1882 and named for its first postmaster E.A. Carpenter
or his family.

(Knott Co.):

CARR CREEK

~ahr KreegJ (Blackey). A hamlet

with a large consolidated elementery school and a recently
discontinued post office on the new Carr Fork Lake, 3/4 mile
up KY 160 from its junction with KY IS, and 6 air miles s of
Hindman.

For many years the community centered on the boarding

school, halfway up a wooded hillside on the e side of the fork,
that had been founded in 1920 by 2 Massachusetts women, Olive
V. Marsh and Ruth E. Watson.

The post office of Dirk, estab-

lished Dec. 22, 1905 to serve this area, was renamed Carr Creek
in 1928 to honor the school which had just sent its basketball
team to compete in the national high school tournament in
Chicago.

The school, of course, had been named for the Carr

Fork of the North Fork of the Kentucky River which, in turn,
had been named for a pioneer settler, historically identified
only as ·"Old Man Carr" who, it's been said, had been scalped by
the Indians on nearby Defeated Creek.

Or perhaps, as Harry

Caudill recently suggested, it was named for Willie Carr. a
Mulatto who had "accompanied a band of North Carolinian"

)~uI1ters

-

'-to·that area around 1794.

Pursued by Indians, he jumped from a

high ledge into "the rock-strewn creek."

3:1./

The origin of Dirk is

The boarding arrangement ceased in 1946 and the high

unknown.

school was recently consolidated with other county schools. (Jl)
Lucille Combs. interview, 3/9/1979; (2) Henry P. Scalf, interview, 5/16/1971; (3) Harry M. Caudill, "Oral Trad'ns. Behind Some
Ky. Mt. Place Names" REG. OF THE KHS, Vol. 78, Summer, 1980, Pp.

197- 20
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C.O\-lNiYI

CARROLL!

~aerhJJ.

Carrollton.

130 sq. miles.

Seat:

Established in 1838 from part of Gallatin Co ••

this. Kentucky's 3rd 5111<111"-:>1- county in size, was named for
. - (1737-1832)
Charles Carroll of Carrollton, Md+ on~ of the signers of the
Declaration of Independence.

~'CARROLLTON'

(Carroll Co.):

~aer!~l/tdiQ

(Carrollton).

The seat

of Carroll Co., this 4th class city of some 39~0 residents on
the Ohio River and US 42, 39 air miles ne of downtown Louisville.
was first called Port William, probably for William Porter, an
early settler.

A town was laxd out at this site in 1792 by

Benjamin Craig and James Hawkins on part of 613 acres they had
purchased from the 2000 acre French and

Ind~an

War grant of Col.

William Peachy and formally established as Port Wil,liam by an
act of the Kentucky Legislature on Dec. 13,
a descendant,

179l~.

Accnrding to

jb~~

Porter, the son of John and Eligabeth Porter of

Somerset Co., Md., arrived with his family in 1790, bought up
considerable land in the vicinity of the future town and settled
down to much prominence in its early affairs.

Port William'

became the seat of the newly organized Gallatin Co. in 1798 and
a post office by th£s name was established there in 1807 with
Robert Plummer, postmaster.

When Carroll Co. was formed in 1838,

both town and post office were renamed Carrollton for the Maryland
home of Charles Carroll (1737-1832), the last surviving signer of
the Declaration of Independence, for whom the county itself was
named.

Its strategic location at the moftth of the Kentucky River

led to its early signLfilicance as a river port, and by the end of
the 19th century it had also distinguished itself as an industrial
city with distilleries, woolen mills, and a furniture factory.
Ul) Mary Masterson

&

Ruth Adkinson, interview, 5/20/1978; (2)

James Tandy Ellis, "Carroll. .• Named for Wealthiest Signer ••• " CINCI.
TIMES-STAR, Cent. ed. 4/25/1940, P. 2:1-3; (3) HISTORIC CARROLL CO.,
Pp. 8-'10; (4) "Old Port William's Founders and Foundations"

by

Aileen Pierce G'entry, 1961, ms. in KHS Libr. Vert. Files-Carroll

I '/3 I

•

'f I'l-l "c ~

b,

/130

C~

"'I

/CARRS

(Lewis Co.), 0:ahr~ (Concord).

This settlement wi thri

extinct post office in the Ohio River bottom, 6 air miles nw" of
Vanceburg, may first have been called Stouts Landing for a
pioneer family.

The post office was established as Station

Landing on June 4, 1867 with R1ti::,herson M. Stout, postmaster;
In less' than a year it had been renamed Carrs for Frederick M.
Carri
then postmaster and storekeeper.
-..."--=-

!

The office closed in:

1953 and the vicinity is now on a Vanceburg rural route. G~aVji ty
,
letter
to Wm. G. Steel, 5/ 19/

;-]
192~
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CARRSVILLE

(Livingston Co.)

I

~ahrz/vdD

"

(Rosiclair,

Shetl~rville).

Until recently one of the state's smallest cities. Carrsville is
located on the Ohio River, less than a mile w of the Crittenden Co.
-,

line and 17 air miles n of Smithland.

It was probably first

settled by a family of Lusks before 1803 for in the local c'emetery
. is the grave Qf a Mary Lusk who had died in that year.

By 1840

Bil1:y Karr, -for whose family the village was named, is known to
have established there a landing and a trading post which early
steamboat men may have referred to as Karrs (or Carrs) Landing.

,.

(No one seems to know why the name was' corrupted).

In 1840 Billy

divided his extensive 1.?3~a1/ land holdings into lots for sale; and
the town which he then laid out was incorporated in 1860.

,On

Aug-. i,5, 1854 the Carrsville post office was established with
Leander Berry, postmaster.

By 1900, with its all weather landing,

Carrsville had become one of the busiest ports on the lower Ohio
River.

Thence, with the decline in river traffic, agg):'avated by

2 disastrous f"ires in the mid 1930s, the community declined to
mere hamlet status with but one store and an active post office.
(11) "Carrsville Was Once Seat df Learning" STEAMBOAT DAYS,ON THE
cm~BERLAND,

Livingston Ledger, 7/3/1974, n.p.; (2) H.B. Champion,

in letter to Wm. G. Steel, 9/21/1923; (3) Hodge Slayden, ~alem,
Ky., lett'er to me, 9/25/19~'

1I..rI,
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"
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COl.(NTY:

t/

CARTERi

~hr/t"'i1.

397 sq. miles.

Pop.

~S;,.o?:-?

Seat: Grayson.

Established in 1838 from parts of Greenup and Lawrence Co's.
and named for Col. William Grayson Carter, then a state senator
from the district that included the new county.

, .

v CARTER'~:gITY

~ahr/t-aa

(Carter)

(Tygarts Valley,

Wesleyvill~).

A village

at the confluence of Smith and B.uffalo Creeks, the latt:er a west bank
tributary of Tygarts Creek, and at the junction of
miles

\~nw

~y.

..

~~

~

·2 and 474, 11 air

of Grays on.

In 1893 the Kinniconick & Freest one (c&0) Railroad
to this point
.
was completed from Garrison on the Ohio River/to haul area livestock,

farm, and forest products. On Jan. 24, 1895, the Goble post office,
in 1886
which had been established/at a site some 2 miles .to the east, was moved
by its postmaster/James M. Zornes, to the
landowner, laid out a town.

trac~s/and

M.K. Ratliff, a largE

It was.called Carter, the name that had come

to be applied to the station by passengers on the first train runs, and
.~..

by this name i t was

; incorporated in 1906.

...............- ,...J

•

In addition to its role

as prosperous shipping and trade center, the town was

~arly

noted for

its rock quarries and crushers.Though the post office has always been
called Carter, the town itself has been known as both Carter and Carter
It is
City. /s;J;i'lI. a viable (:..::::.:~:, trade center whose stores, school, and post
office serve its 100 or so residents and the farming population of
northern end of the county.

~l)

BIST. OF CARTER CO. 1838-1976. Pp.

the

5·~ii:,

(2) "Carter Early Tourist Center of C:ounty" CARTER CO. RIST'. EDITION OF:
the Grayson J-E •. , 8/28/1969. Se.ct. 3, Pp. 1:3-4, 5:1-4;

2J

interview. 1l/18/197

Jf:, I

317,1'l.-~-O

(3) Faye Cargo"

,I

(Garrard C.o.):

~ahr/tarz/vihiJ (Paint Lick).

A hamlet with extinct post office on KY 954, 10 air miles se'
of Lancaster.

.

11.0.,

Accord:mg to one account,

~

t was

f~rst

called

Linchburg until Byham Carter established a gristmill and b1ack,

smith shop there and it was

r~named

,

for him or his family.

"

It

may also have been named for John B. Carter who opened the
local post ofYice on April 29, 1890.

No one seems to know the

origin of the Linchburg name, or the reason for its curious
spelling.
same place.

Some have even questioned whether these identify the
The post office closed in 1925 and its papers were

transferred to Ferea, 8t road miles e. l:(1) PATCHES OF GA~R~~p
CO., 1974, Pp. 391-2; (2) Pat Ballard, interview, 4/21/1978'; (3)
Eliza Ison, WPA m'D \30\, C,liI',

1"2'2r
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"
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"
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,
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Co 1.1.".11'(:

CASEY I ~a!s eil •

435 sq. miles.

Pop. 14,7("'/'

Seat:

Liberty.

Established in 1806 from part of Lincoln Co. and named for Col.
William Casey, Virginia-born pioneer settler of the upper
Green River area.

~

CASEY

(Bu~ler

Co.):

L¥a/z~

(Welchs Creek). A settlement

wi th extinct post - off-lee on KY 340, 8 air miles nne of
Morgantown~

Gasey

that was named for the family of George W.

wh~became

the first postmaster on Oct. 2,1919.

It

is the site of the annual "Crazy Casey Days", a homecoming
or reunion celebration for-hundreds of-famiiy members.
Morgantown now provides mail service to the area. [NYla
Morgan, interview, lO/19/197~ 13VI

/ ' CASEYVILLE (Union Co-,)

I -

~a/see/vihjJ

-(Dekoven).

This once

prosperous Ohio River port, 2 miles above the mouth of Tradewater River, 12! air miles sw of Morganfield, is now the home
of the Union Sand and Gravel Co. and little else.

It was

founded in 1826/7 by Nicholas Casey (1790-1863), the Harrodsburg-born son of pioneer surveyor Peter Casey whose Revolutionary War military grant included extensive acreage in Union
Co.

First called Casey's Landing for Nicholas's woodyard,

ferry, and steamboat supply depot, it was renamed Caseyville
when, through Nicholas's influence as a state legislator, it
was incorporated' in 1837.

The post office was established

Aug. 6, 1838 with John Casey, postmaster.

Before the Civil

War its mills, port facilities, newspaper, and bank made it
the principal business town in the county but a series of
destructive floods and a fire in the 1880s led to its virtual
demise.

The few remll'ining families now get their mail from

the Sturgis post office, 6 road miles e·._' ". l~
'.~

...

L11)

HIST. OF

UNION CO., KY. 1886, Pp • 46-7, 789-91, 800; ( 2) UNION CO.
•

J

PAST AND PRESENT, WPA Ky. Writers Proj.
Earl Bell, interview, 8/27/1 97iI l S"71

19~1,

'2..']8-,

P. 169; (3)

11..:1-1

....

.:

'
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~CASKY (Ch~~t~an
pro§~erous

CO.):

~aes!ke~

(Hopkinsville).

A once

shipping point on the L&ffi Railroad, 2 air miles

se of Hopkinsville.

It is

ge~erally

believed that the station

and post office were named for James Casky who donated the
land for the depot.
Virginian' who

James was the son of

hadarri~ed

acquired extensi ve
..........

Jos~ph

C'asky, a

in Christian Co. in the 1830s and

ii~q,'~ h~~dings

~ 'fI\...::..:.......... ,.,;~:_ •• _,'-.

in the area se of Hopkinsville.

On May 18, 1868 James established the post office 'fi~~Casky
.... ::;..Station but this was changed to Casky in Dec. 1880.

Good roads

through other communities by World War I spelled economic
disaster for Casky.

The post qffice closed in 1933.

Today

only a rail 'siding for 154 car~' remains/as the community's
economic base while some 75 residents depend on Hopkinsville
for all services.

L¥illiam T. Turner, interview, 8/7/19721 I~O~

~CATHERINE

(Russell CO.)I

~eth/rd~

(Eli).

This extinct post

office about 2 miles s'of the junction of'Casey. Russell. and
Pulaski Counties and 10 air miles ne of Jamestown. was established by John Wesley Eads. local storekeeper and first postmaster. on Dec. 23. 1908 and named for his wife. Polly Catherine
Eads. [Ll) Miss':Sue T. Russell. Prine of Phelps Sch., Windsor.
Ky •• in lett'er to me. 3/12/1969; (2) S.V. Meece. Russell Springs.
Ky •• in letter to me. 10/16/196:]'

",

/II 0 IllY <f

....'

"

~aet!l ?ts/bergh], ('Catlettsburg) :

(Boyd CO.)I

A '4th class city of some 3000 persons and the 'seat of Boyd
,

Co •• at, 'the confluence of the Big San!iy,ftnd :9hio Rivers.
just se of the City of Ashland and 159 air miles e of'downThe first permanent'~ettlers were the

town Louisville;

".

Virginians" Alexander (Sawney)
Catlett and
. .
, , his ,son.
. . Horatio.
who had, arrived' aboui; 179!3.and for whom' the' P,ost' of~ice.
established by Horatio, on' Dec. 5. 1810, -:w~"::,named.

The'"

community grew 'up around H,oratio' s, tavern which, from 1808
to 1833. catered to Ohio River travelers., ,By the'niid 19th
.

,

century it had become an important steamboat,landing called
,

,

.

the Mouth of Sandy or Big Sandy Landing •. 'ThE! town was laid
out in 1849 'by James 'Wilson Fry to whose grand:rather, James
,

'

Wilson, Horatio had sold his property in 1833:: It was in,

.'.

'

'

~

': ;-

l..,

, ..:'

•

,of ..'']5D,-iJ;'u;"
"-- ".
--

corporated in 1858 and became the··fi£.:+
.

"

'

organized'

'

in 1860. ,Th~' section' of the' present Ci:ty south cif Division
St. was annexed in 1893. :Unti'l then
it was a,sep~rate
,
. ' . town
called Hampt,on City ,which had been 'laid ·out ':by. '~nd named for
the ,Rev. William 'Hampton in 185Z,j'"and chartered in 1870.
,

'

,

~f ,pro~peri~Y'before

Catlettsburg reached its peak

1900 as'

one of the' largest hardwood timber markets in the wprld. Its
,
"also'
,
.
"
strategic' location/made it the principal "port for the trans,

•

"

' 1/8:l..C

shipment 01':, goods between Ohio and Bl.g Sandy steamboats.

~.

I,n 1923/~, o;,~"~:S;:\l:;[~:s;. ;·""c....tel'Y'6 i G£~~:,: Catlettsburg· and adj'a~ent
'"

.

. '

Ashland (@nd
gave ee;ual

SOlll9

.

,

"wags" ppapased a oQ!lI13il'ls9. l'lE!!Re "t.s,Reat" wilieR

~Etc:Q~f,tiol'l' to tl:l.~ @U;C ;.J~e.; Catlettsburg, the
,

smaller

-

-

~

~

±&.;,..,~t~v,o,~."~:~- ii-s

-

-

.....

~'-...,j'

-,~ :"'..-':---::''-': :,';' fear that 'it

'
.

~

---

',,--

.:

..

~

'

would lose its identity "as well as its representation in a
, combined city council.,

(1) R.A. McCullough,

"Hi~t. of Catletts-

burg Site Traced from Military Grant of 1772" ADI Cat. Cent. Ed.

7/24/1949. III. P. 1:1-8; (2) REII1INISCENCES OF E. KY. by Capt.
Dan'l. K. Weis from feat. articles , in area newspapers, 1905-7,
in Ash. P.L.; (3) WJW "Old Econ;. Patterns Still Seen" ADI Bicent. ed. 7/4/1976, P. 211; (4)

LCJ,3/2/192£]'"1.-"'I.-I,S-yg-,.s-GI,'?":<o

/

CAUSEY (Leslie Co.):

~~s/eiJ

(Cutshin).

A hamlet with a

recently closed pos:t office l mile up Baker Fork of Wolf
Creek. 8 air miles se of Hyd,en. in the Cutshin Creek watershed. The post office. established June 7, 1906 with John M.
Baker, postmaster, was named for a local family. ~.B.
Campbell" interview, 5/27/l~'7~

11-'(.F-

"

:

'

,"-

'"

.

"

"

'

.

\lCAVE CITY (Barren Co.)

I

{!av Sih/teiJ (Horse Cave).

A ~th

class city with an active post office and some 2100 persons
centering at the junction of US 31w and KY 70, 7 air miles
n of Glasgow.

In 1853 the Knob City Land Co. of Louisville

acquired the site from Thomas T. Duke with plans for a re-,

sort to trade on its proximity to lllammoth Cave.
was surveyed and laid off into town lots.

The tract

On June 12, 1860

-the aptly named post office of Woodland)which had been established in 1850 1 or 2 miles n, was moved to the Knob City
site by Beverly Curd, the storekeeper, and renamed for either
the many caves of varying size in the area or for one large
cave within the future city's limits.
porated in 1866.

The-town was incor-

Its location at the eastern edge of the

Mammoth Cave National Park and an I 65 interchange with easy
access to the area's caves and other tourist attractions
have made the town a major tourist center with motels,
L-Qr..J....
restaurants, giftshops. Several small, factories tl'is.cy proCa"~

duce for the travel market. ~ cJty shares the @erna Independent $chool District with its ijart Co. neighbor, Horse Cave
(q. v. ), less' than 11! miles ne. [1) Earle "Dickey "Cave City:
Gateway to Kentucky's Cave Region" THE L&N EMPLOYES' MAG.
11/1931, Pp. 13-5; (2) Doug Perry "Cave City is Smallest of
22 All-Kentucky Cities" LCJ, 2/3/1974-, P. Bl I 5-§]

:l'ili",

b~..

J

CAWOOD (Harlan Co.):

~a/woo~

(Evarts). A village with an

active post office -and" "a 1970 population of some BOO, on US
421, at the mouth of Crummies Creek, a branch of Martins
o-.... J
Fork of Cumberland River,~5~ air miles se of Harlan. The
post office was established April 4, lB90 with Wilson S.
Hensley, postmaster, and named for the family whose progenitor
"

(I7S"1?-{ fr 'f?;)

is said to have been ,Iierry Cawoodl, a Revolut~(mary War
veteran.

Berry's son", John; may have""been the site's first

settler, c.1814:

The local L&N Railroad station is called

Cato. ~) Ed Cawood, letter to me, 4/20/1979~ (2) Lizzie
Farmer, contributor to WPA,

5/11/ 1 932]

8""90, IOV'i

v/CAYCE (Fulton Co.):

~a/se~ (Cayce). This village on KY 9~.

239. and the I'llinois Central Gulf Railroad. 7fr air miles e of
Hickman. was probably named for a local merchant. James Hardie
Cayce. who was also the first postmaster of the office established July 20. 1?60 as Caceys Station.

This error was

officially corrected in 1874 and "Station" was dropped from
post office
the/name in 1880. The office closed in 1965. Contr~ry to
\

-

--

popular belief. this was not the birthplace of famed ;_r~~_lroad
engineer John Luther (Casey) Jones

(186~-1900)

but the town

to which he and his family moved from their nattve Missouri
when he was 13.

His nickname--alwaYs."Cayce"
,in
his •lifetime
•'
,. - ...,
.
.. I
,

'

,

--was derived from his hometwwn to avoid confusion with the
numerous other Joneses linen employed by the Illinois Central
Railroad.

The corrupted "Casey" spelling came only with the

developing legend after his death.

The village is now on a

rural route out of Fulton. loi road miles se.

~l) Mrs. DuEthel

Ammons & Mrs. Maye Wall. "Cayce People are Proud of Those who
Helped Make it What it is" Purch. Ed .• of MAYFIELD MESS. 12/27/
1969. Pp. F9:1-8. 10:8-9; (2) Freeman H. Hubbard. RAILROAD
AVENUE (Great Stories and Legends ,bf American Railroading). NY:
McGraw Hill.

19~5.

MID-AMERICA. 195,0

P. 7; (3) Carlton J. Corlis. MAIN LINE OF
lllr, 101, "1-S'1

11.,

'

t\

J

CECILIA (Hardin Co.)

I

~C)/sihl!Yil (Cecilia). A village with an active

post office and some 500

resident~at

, a i.>

the junction of two branches of

the present Ill~V\ C-entral Gulf RR and K'(
air miles wsw of Elizabethtown.

I

86, 1 mile nw of USi52 and J~

The site is believed to have been

first settled by the Kuntz family in or shortly before 1792.

It is

not kno;m how early the Cecilia name or some form of it was first
applied to the location but it is known to have derived from the
family of Col. Charles Cecil, a prominent early Hardin Co. citizen
whose }isons, Henry, Thomas, and Ambrose D. had founded Cecilian
was
College there in 1860. With the coming of the railroad(that/later
made
a part of the Ill. Central System) in 1870, a station was estab,
lished called Cecilian

~unction

which became an important rail ship-

ping point for area livestock and farm produce/and the town which was
known as Cecilian--the name by which its post office was established
on Jan. IJ, 1871--became a major

supplie~'of

foodstuff for the Louis-

ville area. In 1912 post office, station, and community alike assumed
the shortened spelling Cecilia for reasons that are not known.

li})

Bob Watkins' article in ELIZ. NEWS, 8/6/1970; (2) Mary Ellen Stiles,
"Cecilia Was Settled Before Kentucky was a State" Bicent. ed. of ELIZ
NEWS, 5/21/1974, P. 4Dll-~

7\-', ~oo

."--

V

CEDAR SPRING

(Edmonso.~.Co.)1 ~eed/ar spri~iJ(Sm~.~.h

rural settlement on

ki' '259

Grove, Rhoda).

It was named for the grove of

cedar trees around one of a number of area springs that
e~ly

settrlers.

A

at'the southern edge of Mammoth Cave Nat'l.

Park, 7 air miles se of Brownsville.

for

--:::-~

f~nished

water

The post offices at Park City and Smith Grove have

long provided mail services to this vicinity. ~ncie Meredith, ms. on
Edmonson Co. P,N.,197i] "1'(-..

vi

CENTER (Metcalfe Co.):

~ehn/tai7

(Center). A village extending for

mile along Ky 314, i~ miles from the Green Co. line and
nnw of Edmonton.

~

11 air miles

Accprding to most county historians, it was first

settled around 1800 by Joseph Philpott from Frederick, Md. and may
first have been called Frederick. It~as definitely known as Lafayette
f!,a/fe,e/ehiJ after the visit of the famous Frenchman I

','

I

to

America in 18,25. The
stiIli).active post office was established as
- .- - - Centre (later Center) on Nov". 14, 1838, 'with Sam'l. W. Thompson, postmaster, because the Lafayette name was already in use in Christian Co.
Centre or Center referred to its location equally distant from Glasgow,
Edmonton, Greensburg, and Munfordville, the four area county seats.
.
h<!l '" <1..\1 EI'<.-,
. ',' (or some reason,,,an act of the Kentucky General Assembly, approved
on Feb. 6, l839,officially named the community Frederick. It was
finally incorporated as Centre in 1871.

While it l).as generally been

assumed that Frederick was named for Philpott's home town, Judge Martir
has suggested the possibility of its having been named for a Major
Frederick Smith, a Revolutionary War veteran.

~l) IN THE PENNYRILE OF

OLD KY. by Savoyard (E.W. Newman), 1911, P. 27;'(Z) Joseph Martin, A
,"::77 ''-1<-, 1'1<..BRIEF HIST. OF MET. CO. 1860-1970, 1970 , P. 2S0

!

v'CENTER POINT (Monroe Co.):

~ehn/ter

!'"; ~ ~)(+-i "'-"'1' f O.JOt- of{,.".,,poin;] (Vernon). A hamletA '

on KY· 212, ·at the edge of the Cumberland River's north bottom, 3/4
mile east of the confluence of Meshack Creek and the river, 8! air
miles east of Tompkinsville.

On land believed to have been first
-,

settled in the 1790s, the post office was established as Centre Point
on Aug. 27, 1835 ·.with Wm. J. Dixon, postmaster, and named for its
location midway between Burkesville, Tompkinsviile, and Celina.

Ely

the early 20th century/the name was being spelled in the modern way,
Th<1- ~os+ o·H,'cJL.

Center Point. _

was discontinued in 1939 and the community is now on

-- "

l'l 'Ir-

a Tompkinsville rural route.~~ae Carter _TOAtlo~, interview, 6/29/~

•

V

CENTERTOWN

(Ohio Co.)

\!eh~/(t)~r/tov01

I

(Hartf'ord). This,6th

class city with an active post of'fice and some 330 residents on
KY 85 and 69, 4t air miles sw of' Hartford, has been in the
,

midst of' an important coal producing area.' It may have been
called Centerville as early as 1860 f'or its location midway
between Hartf'brd and the,Green River shipping port of' Point
Pleasant, but the post, of'fice was established as Centre Town
on Feb. 1, 1866 with Charles H. Dillingham, postm~ster, and
later became Centertown. Incorporated in 1890, it soon became
a thriving trade center even bef'ore the arrival of the 1I1adison•

.,'

',-

1

ville Hartford & Eastern (L&N,) Railroad in 1907 and'the dev'elop.... ~ .. J

J

\.

J

......

7

'"

i

~

_

;.,

.l

1..

.

ment of' the area's c:o'8.1 resourc~,s": Ql)" l>1us~\r L. He~vrin. PLACE
NAMES OF OHIO CO .• ms. 3/20/1925; (2) Harry 0.. Tinsley, interview, 8/25/197'8; (3)r:.'James Calloway, interview, 1l/5/197?] 'loS; i-L'I ...,/</o
•"

.,

'.
"

,

,'-

.'
,

"

.~=-r

.• ; . .,:. • ..:

'.

~

,

"

V CENTERVILLE

(Bourbon,iCo.):

C§.ehn/ter/vih~ (Centerville)~.hamlet center-

ing on the junction of US 460 and the Russell Cave Road (KY

353),1 mil

ne of the confluence of Bourbon, Scott, and Fayette Counti

nd 6 miles
ly,
J'\.O
A post office established as Centr.evill ,on/18l2 with
~

west of Paris.

~ ~~postmaster,
Paris, Georgetown, and

was named for its location between Lexington,

Cynthiana)~d

the town which started as a stop-

ping point for teamsters and drovers en route to Cincinnati soon became
a prosperous trade center ih its own right~ It was incorporated on Feb.
20, 1850.-

~ypaSSed

by the railroad and unable to compete with Paris) whos
nearby
accessibility by paved roads from other/towns
,led to its
economic as' well·.as political dominance in the county,

Centerville de-

clined to the sleepy status of a rural hamlet. Mail is now carried along
a rural route from paris]lJ1) Blanche Lilleston, "P.N. of Bourpon Co."
KENTUCKIAN-CITIZEN, 1/2/1924; (2) Perrin, 1882, P. '14fl'&7, ,f"..1~
1'0, -e.J>t-. lo',of,J'l.J!~ 'T-

~£)..~.

~ t·\'" '90~,

po

c:-

I

CENTRAL CITY

(Muhlenberg Co.):

City East, Central City West).
•

some

5~00 p~r.so,ns.

~ihnltr':ll

Siht/eiJ (C'entral

A 4th class industrial city of

the ,largest in, the countY,..,9!'1 US 62 and 431,

just n of the Western Kentucky Parkway, and

3t

air miles nne of

The town, established around 1870" when the Eliza-

Greenville.

,

bethtown & Paducah (now Illinois Central Gulf-) Railroad was
buil t through, was earlier a settlement ,c.alled Morehead's Horse
Mill for a steam-powered grist mill run by Charles S. Morehead,
a local farmer.

In 1873 the town was imrorporated as Stroud
.,

I...

.;

City ~trowd Siht/~ for ~ohn Stroud who had by then come into
In 1882 it was re-incorpora-

possession of Morehead's property.

-

ted as Central City for the Central Coal and Iron Co. which had
begun developing its holdings there in 1873.

The post office,

established by George Shaver on Aug. 7. 1871, was first called
Owensborough

~unction
.,-- ~ - -;.---.-

in anticipation of the completion of the

Owensboro &\RusseHvHle (now L&N) Railroad to this site by the
".---------.-

~~r-

summer of 1872 when it would cross-the E&P and provide north-south
and east-west service for that growing Ohio River industrial
some 30 air miles n.

city~

In 1880 the post office was renamed Stroud'

and, in 1882, Centra,l Citv. ~l) Nl:ex'r. Cather. ms. on Muhl. Co.
,

•

r

:,

P.N., 7/25/1972; (2) otto A. Rothert, A HIST. OF MUHL. CO., 1913,
Pp. 396, 415~B

Ia-},I

2"'b

~

,

,

./

CERALVO

(Ohio Co.):

[s<l r/aellvo5J

(Central City East).

A thriving 19th century Green River shipping port, 8! air
miles sw of Hartford, nearly altogether destroyed by the
1937 flood.

What remains at the end of a long unmarked

gravel road are several dilapidated buildings, 3 homes, and
a church used only for annual homecomings.

The town was

laid out in 1851 by H.D. Taylor and incorporated ,in 1870.
The post office was established Feb. 22; 1855 with Aaron W.
Davis, postmaster, and discontinued in 1944.

The name's

origin has long mystified county historians.

Some have

suggested, for no apparent reason, a derivation from the
Spanish words "cera" (wax) and "albo" (white), or the Spanish
and Portuguese "cerro" (a small craggy hill) and "albo" or
"alvo"

~white).

Ac'Cording' to 'one account, 'with ncpelucida-

tion, the town may have been named by an early settler whose
wife came from a lovely Scottish village high on a cliff
overlooking a river, for a large section of Ceralvo was built
on a high bank above the Green.

A nearby highway marker

suggests that the name was taken for the Spanish word for
deer, "ciervo", for, legend has it, "a large herd of deer
once watered and crossed the river" at this point.

If, as

is generally believed, the name was brought it by early
settlers, its origin may never really be known. Ql) Mrs.
Mary E. Foster, Chattanooga, Tenn., in letter to me, 1/3/1979;
(2) "Old Indian Believed Gold at Water Mark of Green at
Ceralvo" OHIO CO. NEViS, 9/8/1977, P •. l'j 6'3'1,1 0 67

/

CERULEAN (Trigg Co.):

\f;a/rUl/y<>!il (Gracey).

A recently de-

incorporated city on Muddy Fork of Little River, at the junction
of KY 124, 126, and 624, 1ft miles from the Christian. CO". _li l1 e
and 8 air miles ne of Cadiz.

The

vic~nity

was first settled in

1792 by the Robert Goodwin family who were probably attracted by
its medicinal springs to which earlier bands of Indians are said
to have brought their infirm over long distances.

The famed

19th century health resort of Cerulean Springs had its beginnings
in 1817 when Kincheon Killebrew built a few cabins for public
accommodation.

But only with Col. Phil H. Anderson's efforts

after 1835 did it achieve its commercial success and prominence
as a major resort of the Upper South.

The local post office Vias

established as Cerulean Springs in 1824; it was discontinued in
1843 ahd re-established in 1870.

In 1894 it became simply

Cerulean, by which name the community is still generally known
thoug;h
.~-~._jit was incorporated as Cerulean Springs in 1888.
I t is not
known when either name was first applied to the place.

According

to legend, the springs' original black sulphur content was
changed by the New Madrid earthquake of 1811 to that of chloride
of magnesia with its characteristic sky blue cast.

Though the

resort's popularity had begun to decline before World 'War I with
the increased accessibility of urban attractions, the disastrous
hotel fire of 1925 abruptly ended its illustrious history.
community that

gre~

The

up around the resort survived for it had an

identity of its own as a rural trade center and mill town.

Yet

today only two stores remain, the post office having also recently
closed. It is now on a Cadiz rural route. ~l) HIST. RECORD OF
TRIGG CO. 1820-1970, n.p. (2) Perrin, COUNTIES OF CHRISTIAN AND
TRIGG, 1884, Pp. 125-6, 644; (3) Sally Graham Stice, article in
LCJ, 1l/13/1 9'iJT ~,

I

bG 7rG,
I

~CHAD

(Harlan Co.)

I

'@ha.e4J (Louellen).

A hamlet with extinct

post office/on US 119 and the Poor Fork of Cumberland River,

.

and a station, on, the L&N Railroad's -Cumberl-and" ValJ,ey-Division,

17t air miles ene of Harlan.

The ~ post office of Cre'ech, estab-

lished June 15, 1881 with John'W. Creech, postmaster" was moved
in 1924 1 mile e and renamed Chad for the station which had
i'fo
been named for Chadwe.I1. Nolen, all. L&N agent there, or for Chad
Buford, the hero 'o,f John Fox, Jr • .'s famous novel " The Little
'1/9.3
,.:::S~h~e...
p:!,h~e"",r""d,--"o""f~K""i",n",g",d",o...
m,-"C,""o",m..,.e • Th e vi c init y is now served by the
Cumberland post office, 2 road miles e.[(V"our Sta. Names" L&N,
MAG. 10/1949, P~; 14; (2) B.W. Whitfield, Jr., letter to me,

6/28/19 8

0 7YO , 1/73

)

",_,- -
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,/ CHAPPELL (Leslie Co.): l&haephil (Cutshin).

This active post

office at the mouth of Robin Branch of Greasy Creek, 10 air
miles s of Hyden, was established Dec. 17, 1895 and named by
and for its first postmaster, Henry M. Chapp'ell, the first of
his family to settle in that vicinity. ~.B. Campbell, interview, 5/27/197B "-'I~

~CHALYBEATE

(Edmonson Co.)

I

~Cl/lihb/eehtJ

(Rhoda, Smith Grove). To ex-

ploit the number of mineral springs in the area, a late 19th century
health resort was located in the vicinity of this hamlet at the junctio)
of the present

KY.,

101 and 1659, 1+ air miles ss e of Brownsville. The

post office of Chalybeate
with Wm. T. Dunn"

Spr~gs

was established here on Oct. 12, 1888

postmaster, but the springs was dropped from the name

in 1895( and the office was discontinued in 1931.

Now two stores, a

church, upholstery shop, and the SmithsGrove post office (6t road mile.
I 0 'local
ir:;
s) ,1' serve the dozen c;~ >so/families. eancie Meredith; ms on Edmonson
::;-)2

Co. P.N., 1 97 .:J

'..

CJ Y '-

'

~

,"

•

~

CHAPLIN (Nelson

CO')I~haeP/la9J

(Chaplin). A prosperous village with

~;active post office and some 400 residents' centering at the junction of

US~2

and

Ky

458, a mile from Chaplin River, for which it was undoubte(

ly nameq, and 13 air miles ne of Bardstown. The post office was established Jan. 4, 1832 with Asher Bodine, postmaster, and the town was
first incorporated in 1850. Capt. Abraham Chapline (sic) (1754-1824),
one of:tTames Harrod's party which settled Harrodsburg in 1774, discoveJ
name of the
ed this branch of Salt River that bears his name. The/stream and:::
"
community is
&

no longer spelled with the terminal "e". ~ebecca ConoveJ

Alma Ray S. Ison "Capt. Abraham Chaplin--One of Harrod's Men"

HARRODSBURG HERALD, 7/13/1972, P. 3 11

-7] 7~?

.

J
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CHARLESTON

(Hopkins CO.)I ~hahrl/sta~ (Dawson Springs).

A hamlet with extinct post office extending for over a mile
along KY 109, 10 air miles sw of Madisonville.

According to

oldtimers, it should be Charles' Town for it was named for
"Free Charles" (last name unlmown), a Negro freedman who ran
a local tavern.

The post office, in operation from 1855 to

1909, and a coal loading station on the Illinois Central Railroad served a major western coal producing area.

Now Dawson

Springs, a mile s, provides mail and other services to the
community. Gl"a Earle Fowler, "The Tavern of Free Charles" in
ORIG. ATLAS AND HIST. DATA OF HOP. CO. KY., 1974, P. 7~

.'

'11">..

V CHARTERS

(Lewis Co.): [ghahr/t~riJ (Charters). A settlement

with extinct post office at the junction of KY 10 and 989, 5i
air !lliles w of Vanceburg.

The office was established Nov. 13.

1871 as Salt Lick Vallev for its location in the valley just
below the forks of Salt Lick Creek.

It was renamed Valley in

1875 and Charters in 1915. the latter change to avoid confusion
with Valley Station in Jefferson Co.

It has been suggested that

Charters was named for Anna Charters Redden (later Mrs. Hendricks)
but the Valley name has also remained in local

According

us~ge.

to historians. it was here that the second house in the county was
built by Isaac Halbert in 1778/9.

The post office closed in 1952
o

~l) Mavity to

and the area is now on a Vanceburg rural route.

Steeel. 5/19/1922; (2) Helen Rayburn, interview, 6/20/197i]
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V.:CHATHAM
'centered

~n' the

junction of

KY~":
;-·l. .

0

:A rural settlement.

19' and 606. 3 air miles ne Slf Brooks.

,~..

ville. is the home of the Bracken Intensive Care Center.

.

known of its early hist or~ but the
1871 by

WIl)o

,

pos~

Little is

office. 'established on Dec

So' McKib:be):l, was supposedly name'd by him for

a town

'X ork ... Mail is now' deli v'erep. from Augusta, 4f road miles r:o~th
~ECOLLECTIONS. 1969.
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~HENAULTT (-Breckinridg~

GO'.h

l§ha~/awliJ

(Derby). An extinct rural
-

-

settlement lately centered on an abandoned school' on K'(~· 259.,· J/4 mile
east of' the Ohio River, less. than J miles west of' the Meade Co. line and
'151l air miles north of' Hardinsburg. ,It was first located on the river as

,

."

\

work~

Little Dixie Landing presumably f'or the large number of' Negroes who

,',

ed on the wharf'/and later called Cedar Flats f'pr. the many such trees
surrounding it.

On Jm;e JO, 1890' the 'post-of'fi'ice wal:! established as

Chenau},t (sIc) f'or John Chenaul tt;, pi,oneer owner-

ol the

large tract a·],ong

which in~,,:
"
, eluded this site.J I t is not' known when the move inland occurred._ f!!~.
the. river from the mouth of Yellowbank Creek to Flint Island"

',::

,

,J ohn A" Lyons"
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~..

, the Meade Co"
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CHENOA (Bell Co.): @hCi/nohh ,Shd/noh!e~

(Kay jay) . Only a

post office remains at the site of this coal town and statiom
on Clear Creek and KY 190, 10 air miles sw of Pineville.

To

this point a 12 mile long branch of the Cumberland River and
Tennessee (later L&N) Railroad was completed in Oct. 1893.
And here W.A. Chenoa opened a cannel coal mine and established
a post office (on March 13, 1894) to serve the camp that grew
up around it.

This and other area mines have long been closed

and the property is now a part of the Kentucky Ridge State
Forest.

Chenoa Lake, of Clear Creek, now occupies the coal

camp site. ~rs. Angie Partin, t.p. for Leonard Roberts, Union
ColI. 195~ ? '(9

I

CHERRY CORNER (Calloway Co.)

/§.heh!ree Kawr!n<l:;] (New Concord).

This rural settlement, strung out along K'{' 121 and the Carty Rd. ,
and centered at the junction of KY_-,121 and 893, 3 miles ese of
Murray, was an alternate st9P on the old stage and mail route between
Paris, Tenrr. and Aurora, Ky. in the 1840s.
named for a Mr. Cherry, a local storekeeper.

It is said to have been
Hqwever, it was not

until Feb. 14,. 188_9 that a post office called Cherry was established
in the vicinity with John C, Hicks, postmaster, a~d by this shortened
name the place is identified on many current maps.
office closecr in 1908, local farm families have been
mail from Murray. tl) Brown C,

Since the post
get~ing

Tuck~v-, interview, 8/4/1977;

their
(2)

Lochie B. Hart, "Origin of Names of the Towns in Calloway" HIST. OF
CALLOWAY CO., 1931,

_I

n~

1'101, 1'1'11

~GHESNUTBURG

(Clay Co.): cghehs/not/bergh] (Maulden). A hamlet

with an active post office at the mouth of Chesnut Branch of
. Sexton Creek, 9 air miles n of manchester.

Both the branch and

the post office, established Jan. 12, 1904 with Susan Chesnut,
postmaster, were named for the local -Chesnut family, the first
of whom may have been Billy Chesnut, who arrived from North
Carolina in the mid 19th century.
current maps is in error.

The Chestnut spelling on

[1) Glada Cobb, interview, 6/29/77;

(2) Kelly morgan, CLAY CO. FAmILIES, P. 2~

l..r(.l,

,,~

~

CHESTNUT GROVE (Shelby Co.): [ghehs!nuht

Ghroh~

(Ballardsville).

A hamlet on KY 53 and Bullskin Creek whose extinct post office,
established Jan. 26, 1837 with Caleb Guthrie,, postmaster, was
local
named for;'a!grove of chestnut trees. A mile south is the site
'

of the Gleneyrie School &hlihn!i::;!ei] whose curious name may
have been derived from the two words--glen for a sheltered
place and eyrie a'hest for a bird of prey, suggesting, perhaps,
--somebody's,home on a high spot. Nothing seems to be known of
--

the name or the reason for its application.

Also nearby, maybe

centered at the junction of KY, 53 and 362, just north of the
school, was a section called Egypt, said to have been settled
'around 1884 during a time of severe drought.

Its never failing

spring-fed pond attracted farmers frD+iles around with~ wa,ter
for their crops and livestock.

This vicinity is now on a Shelby-

ville rural route. ,Ill} SHELB:Y CO. PLACE NAMES, DAR ms, 1941, Pp.
:l 10 '2- n7fr
10-11; (2) Shelby Co. Hist. Soc., 10/28/1971j
I

V

CHEVROLET (Harlan Co • .)

I

ihehv/roh/laJ (Harlan). A coal town

and L&Ni Railroad station with an active post office at the mouth
of Enoch Branch of Martins Fork of the Cumberland River and US
421, 2t air miles se of Harlan.

The first local

~ine

was opened

in 1918 by the Wiliams ByProduct Coal Co., owned by John'and
Dover

W~lliams

of Knoxville, Tenn., which soon sold out to the

larger Blue Diamond Coal Co.

The local post office of Bee Gee,

established June 5, 1918 with Frank C, Eaton, postmaster, .was
renamed Chevrolet in December of that year for the car drived
by either an early

mai~

carrier or the foreman of the construc-

tion gang building a coal tipple whose model 490 Chevrolet car
is said to have been the first to drive over the -local road.

~.1'l.

Whitfield, Jr., letter to me,

,
'l-"

6/28/198~

11"1,3

V CHILESBURG (Fayette Co.):

gheyelz/be..~8

(Clintonville). Little remains

of a station and the site of an extinct post office at the junction of
the C&O Railroad and the Cleveland Pike (Ky. 1973), about

l~

of US~O and 5 miles e.

With the

of Lexington's New Circle Road.

miles s·

completion of the Lexington and Big Sandy Railroad (now the C&O) in
1872, Wm. E. Christian built a depot at this site and established

Athen~

Station designed to serve the town of Athens, 4 miles s (q.v).A bou.t

7i./-r

'~fm~

the post office of Chilesburg and other evidences o£ a

village were moved to this site from their original location on the old
Winchester Pike (now US~O).

The original village grew up around a

tavern and stage stop maintained by Richard Chiles (1785-1853), a
Virginian)who is said to have had a post office there from a very early
date until at least 1829/about which time it was discontinued.
office was re-established on May 16, 1863 with Mrs. Alice
master, and cl.ose&.
Pp~

~

492, 501J
,--J

/ir

'n ,qS-'{. frObt.

This

McGr~dy,

post·

Peter, HIST. OF FAYETTE CO, 1882,

C-Ol.\ I'll'!:

/

CHRISTIAN

I~rihs/dja~ •

Hopkinsville.

725 sq. miles.

Pop.

67. 6{jo.

Seat:

Established in 1796 from part of Logan Co. and

named for Col. William Christian (174-3-1786). pioneer leader
who had secured a Virginia land grant to 9060 acres in
Jefferson Co. for Revolutionary War service and was killed
while

~eadin~.a

raid against a band of marauding Indians.

The county originally included all of 16 and parts of 4 other
counties subsequently created.

~RISTIANSBURG
Pleasur'eville).

(Shelby Co.):

~rihs/ch~nz/bergiJ

This hamlet ,with extinct post

(North

offi~e

at the

junction of two branches of the L&N Railroad and 7 air miles
ne of Shelbyville, was formerly called Hinesville, for
reasnns unknown, or Christiansburg Depot.

About a mile ne,

at what is now known as Old Christiansburg', the community
of Christiansburg was founded in 1819.

No one' is sure why

it was so named though many ac~ept the 'story of the stranger
who, bEfriended by the residents, suggested the name because
there were so many good people living there.
porated in 1824 and again in 1850.

It was incor-

The post office, estab-

lished at the original site on Jair:)20', 182~ with Walker

'J)~~.~~~lrw"::l~f~r"-cioved

to

Bagda~ q.:.). O~-~June 2.9~ -~~~~-~~

was re-established at the Hinesville-Depot site and again
named Christiansburg.

Today only a Baptist church and some

homes mark the site of Old Christiansburg while a small grocery and 2 other churches are located at the HinesvilleDepot location.

Both are now on a Shelbyville rural route.

([1) SHELBY CO. PLACE NAMES, DAR ms, 1941, P. 13; (2) Shelby
:::,l 'I D "l- I P., .....
Co. H~st. Soc. 10/28/1971J

J CHRISTOPHER

(Perry Co.): llirihs/t<lf/.. r] (Hazard South).

Now a residential community with extinct'post office directly
across the North Fork of the Kentucky Riv,er from Hazard Community College of the University of Kentucky and KY
s of the Hazard city limits.

15, and just

The post office, established as

Douglas on Jan. 9, 1914 with Stephen A.D. Jones, postmaster,
was aptly renamed Christopher in 1918 for the local Columbus
Mining Co. The firm, though, is said to have been named for
the Ohio city from whence ~ts founders had come.

~1) W.E.

Baker, letter to Wm. G. Steel, 4/21/1922; (2) Mike Mullins'
interview of Everett Tharpe for ALC-OHI'"

1/21/197:£] I/.rb II!( 3'(

r/

CHURCH HILL (Christian Co.):
ment on

KY':-

~h3Ch

695. 1 mile Ii __ _o.~

'. f

"_

_

Hi@ (Church

Hill).~~

;L 24 and 4 air miles

SVl

i"-_ural settle'::

of Hopkinsville. '

The store and post office. established there on Nov. 12. 1849 with Wm. T.
Whitlock. postmaster. was Darned for the extant South Union Baptist Churc]which had probably been organized in the early 1840s.

The "Hill" part OJ

the name is curious for. though the church sits on a slight rise. the
vicinity is but gently rolling farmland,. and not hilly in the. conventional sense.

The post office was closed in 1902 and the store was burned

around 1960 leaving residents to depend on Hopkinsyille for services.
This was the site of Kentucky's first farm cooper.ative. the Church Hill
Grange.

~.

T. Turner.' interview." 8/7/1973

-,

{'f 03

.

..,

,.

,

~CISCO (Magoffin Co.): ~ihS/k~ (White Oak).

An active

post office on KY 1869, at the mouth of Bend Branch of
6.;&.
Licking River, across from Carpenter Bend'~9 air miles nnw
of Salyersville.

It was establi-shed May 26, 1902 and may

have been named by:: and for its first postmaster, Hatler
<:lisco', or for his family.

Until recently tl).e post office

was located on Pricy Creek at the Morgan Co. line.

C.ollrJTY:

J

.

CLARKI~l.a.hrJfJ.

259 sq. )!liles.

Pop. 2'if,33Y.

Seat:

Winchester.

Established in 1792 from parts of Bourbon and Fayette Co's and
.

named for Kentucky's military hero, General George Rogers Clark
(1752-1818).

This county included all of 5 and parts of 8 other

counties subsequently formed •

•

V CLARKSBURG

(Lewis Co.): LKlahrx/bergB (Vanceburg). This

residential community on lIT 10 and the Salt Lick Creek bottom,
l! air miles w of Vanceburg, was the county's second seat,
from 1809 to 1864.

As the county was named for Meriwether

Lewis of the famed Lewis and Clark exploration team, its seat
was named for William Clark, the other half of the team.

The

post office, established as Lewis County Court House on Jan.
7, 1811, was renamed Clarksburg in 1820.

It closed in

193~

and the' area is now on a Vanceburg rural route. ~~gan, Pp.
108-1i]

''1~

, / CLARKSON

(Grayson Co.)

I

lKlahrk/s'dil (Clarkson).

A 6th class

city with an active post office and some 730 residents on US,'62,
just n of the Western Kentucky Parkway,
Leitchfield.

2~

air miles e of

In 1870-1 the Elizabethtown & Paducah (now Illinois

C'entral Gulf) Railroad was built to this s,ite and the Grayson
Springs Station was established to serve the famed resort 2 miles
s.: .. '.).

This name also identified the post office opened there

on Jan. 24, 1871 with Isaac H. Pirtle, postmaster.

In 1882 the

office was renamed Clarkson for Manoah P. Clarkson, the .

. ,<

proprietor of the resort.

The town was incorporated as

Clarkson on May 1, 1888 but it was not until the late 1930s that
the station finally adopted this name for conformity.

After the

decline of the Springs as a resort, Clarkson became an important
shipping point for area timber and farm products, and a number of
other businesses have been attracted:':by:"the -presence ·'of-,.the: railroad.

~commu.

n

sect. of the Bicent.

E~~;:,.~f~~~~~t~~~:~;':~:i·~~,~~;". P~

.".,'

"

''''''. '

15: 101

'(~~

· C-0I.I.NTY:
t! CLAY! ~1{1.

1t71t sq. miles.

Pop.

~'J,}"br;v..

Seat:

Manchester.

Established in 1806 from parts of Madison, Floyd, and Knox Co's.
and named for General Green Clay (1757-1826), prominent pioneer
surveyor and military leader in the War of i812, who represented
Kentucky in the Virginia legislature (1788-9) and served in the
Kentucky General Assembly (1793-1808);
Clay.

~e was a cousin of Henry

v/ CLAY

(Webster Co.): [Kla~ (Providence).

an active post
and 270,

6i

o~fice

A 5th class' city with

and some 1350 residents, on KY 130, 132,

air miles wsw of Dixon.

It grew 'up near a watering

place on a teamsters' route between Providence and Caseyville
on the Ohio River.

The post of:f'ice, established July 6, 1837

with Thomas W. Powell, postmaster, was first called Ashland
probably for Henry Clay's Lexington home.
existence it was renamed Clay in 1854.

After an intermittent

It was discontinued in

1865 and re-established for a brief time the following year as
Winstead with Bush D. Winstead (1837-1867), a local merchant and
Webster County's first circuit court clerk, as postmaster.
Clay name was restored 3 months later.

The

The town was incorporated

[0-) Betty Williams,
letter to me, 5/1/1979; (2) Elvis Holt, letter to me, 2/26/19~/O&-.8"1/l7·

as Clavsville in 1860 and as Clay in 1872.

'j/ CLAY CITY

(Powell Co.):

~la Siht/ej]

(Clay City).

A 5th class

city of some 1060 residents on the Red River and KY 15/11. just
nand e of the Mountain Parkway and less:than 2 air miles w of
Stanton.

In 1786 Stephen Collins and his brother from Lexington

discovered deposi·ts of iron pyrite near here and'shortlY:.;:therea:rter:i'bui:tt,,,l'c
is the first iron forge w of the Alleghenies.
,.

The

'

settlement that grew up around it was called Collins' Forge.
The Collins holdings were later sold to Clark and Smith who
established a furnace there in 1805, the forerunner of the

~

River Iron Works by which name the community and its post office
were known for most of the 19th century.

The post office, which

had been established at least by the early 18?Os, was moved
across, the river sometime in the 1880s to a settlement between
the present Clay City and the Mountain Parkway interchange and
renamed Waltersville ~ahl/t~rz/vih1J for a local family. This
name still. identifies this section just outside the Clay City
limits.

The large forge around which the Iron Works community

had been built was located in the middle of the present day Clay
City.

It was discontinued around 1880, and soon a huge sawmill,

built in 1872 on the n side of town, replaced it as the principal
industry.

Large scale commercial logging along the upper Red

River supplied the mill for years and the Kentucky Union (later
i;1o",

L ...... I'l$'Ilon &

Eastern) Railroad arrived in 1885 to haul the

Sawed lumber to the Lexington market.

By 1883 the town had come

to be known as Clay City--perhaps officially when the post office
was established as such on Aug. 13. 1883 with Arthur M. Robertson.
postmaster.

It was incorporated as Clay City in 1890.

While some

have alleged that it was named for Henry Clay, this is locally
doubted since reference is often cited of an old brick yard on
the n side and the area clay deposits that supplied it.

Also a

Clay Lick was mentioned on the old Collins land grant in 1786.
~arry Meadows, interview, 1l/JO/197

?J

l$sLJ

/CLAY1VlOUR

(Todd'Co.), ~la/mawil (Sharon Grove). In 1889 two'

local merchants, John Kennedy and Will Adams, having been asked
to name the new post office at the junction of the present KY
106 and 178,

sug~sted

Clay for the aBundance of yellow clay

subsoil so characteristic of the area.

When they learned that

this name was already in use, and noting that there was more of
this clay here than in most other places, they
instead.

of~ered

Clay More

The 2 words were then run together and, for some

reason, deliberately misspelled, and what emerged, Claymour, was
accepted by the postal authorities.

Thus, on Aug. 22, 1889, the

Claymour post offfice was established and James H. Heltsley became postmaster.

Earlier, this settlement had been called

Crossroads and Shakerag.
the latter name.

John C. Wright offers 2 accounts of

According to one, "fastidious housekeepers of

the frontier made frequent trips to the front door to shake the
dust from their cleaning rags.

The incessant shaking of rags

caused those who passed through the area to think of the community as one whose ladies literally';shook rags.'

According to

the other •• the •• name was derived from poorly-dressed men who
shook their rags as they stood outside in cold weather with
nothing to do."

This once thriving village with broom factory,

saw and grist mills, and several stores, lost its post office to
Elkton, 5 air miles ssw, in 1922, 'and only 1 or 2 stores now
serve its local residents.

~ 1) John C. Wright, N. Redington

Beach, F'la., in letter to me, 10/31/1978; (2) Ibid., in Marion
;::r -,..">-., II S- V
Williams, THE STORY OF TODD CO., KY. 1972, P. 252J

/

CLAYPOOL (Warren Co.):

Ela/pulJ (Meador).

A crossroads

settlement with an extinct post office at the junction of
KY 234 and 961, less than t mile w of. Bays Fork of Barren
River which separates Warren and Allen" Counties, and 9t air
miles ese of Bowling Green.

The post office was established

Jan. 29, 1856 with John S. SaUnders, postmaster, and named
for the family of Warren Co. pioneer Stepl;l"en Claypool (17881862).

His son, Col. Elijah Claypool, served for "years in

the Kentucky Militia and represented the county in the state
Legislature,1849-50. VI) Irene Sumpter, AN ALBUM OF EARLY
WARREN CO. LANDMARKS, P. 40; (2) Perrin, Vol. 2, P. 152:\

,
1;0 'W 9

/CLAYVILLAGE (Shelby Co.):

~ia Vihl/~dD

(Waddy).

This

hamlet on US 60, 5 air miles e of Shelbyville, was first
called Shy town until the post office was established Feb.
Q

27, 1829 ~wi th William L. Perry, postmaster.~ as Clay
Village.

It was named for Henry Clay who, it is said,

once visited the place on a campaign trip, admired it, and
suggested that it be named for him.

It was laid off as a

town in 1830 and incorporated in 1839.

The post office

was closed in 1908 and the community is now on a Shelbyville
rural route.

Over the years the two words of the name have

U?eefl-eem)locally been combined though on current maps it
continues to be spelled Clay Village.
NA%ES ,

DAR ms,

J,

19~1,

P.

Z61

~

"I () "2-

~E1BY CO. PLACE

vi

CLEAR. CREEK SPRINGS
(Middlesboro North).

(B~l~

Co.):

~leer

Kreek

Spri~~~

A famed summer resort in PinEl lilt. State

Park. on Clear Creek and KY 1491. 2 air miles sw of Pineville.
Dr. Thomas Walker. the pre-Revolutionary War explorer of much
of southeast Kentucky,is said to have named this stream
Clover. Creek for the profusion of wild clover ,growing on iits
banks.

It was renamed later for the clarity of the spring:

waters which discharge into the creek at that point and
which. in the

e~rly

days. were believed to have had curative

-powers.- T. Ill_c. ./)<1ViS-is_cxe.dite.tL.wLth-AayjJ}g
established the
".
-

~~-~-

resort in the mid 19th century.
~r~eK

A post office called Clear

was in operation nere from 1855 to 1867 but the area

is now on a Pineville rural route.

On a 1927 topographical

map the community is identified as Clear Springs Camp. the
site of 20 private cottages built that year. ~l) H.H. Fuson.
.
L
vol"~,
HIST. OF BELL CO •• KY. NY: Hobson House Press. 1947./P. 4:
(2) Kenneth Harp. interview. J/24/197~ 7"1 f 1"-99

',.'.

.' . .

~.,'

...

CLEARFIELD.

(Rowan Co.), ~leer/feeld. Klihr/fee~ (Morehead).

A village with an active post affice and a 1970 population of
about 800 across (and s of) Triplett Creek from Morehead.

In

1905. near the site of Dixon Clahk's early 19th century waterpowered sawmill and store on Dry Creek, the Clearfield Lumber
Co. of Clearfield, Pa. established its sawmill and the dispatch
point and northern terminus of its Morehead & .North Fork Railroad to receive timber shipments from its extensive Licking
Valley holdings.
Aug. 4, 1908.

Blaine Fulton became the first postmaster on

,With the depletion of the area's timber, the mill

closed in 1922, and by 19]], when coal was no longer in
sufficient supply to warrint continued hauling to Morehead for
shipment on the C&O Railroad, all but 4 miles of the M&NF RR had
These 4 miles continued till recent ~i.~~s to
OVI-<fl<- J'r "--'H-'- 01'=~ D ')<"In-, !.fl 0 ~ '<;3 , .~ 'Y0jS ,
carry clay mined in nearby Clack Mt. n to the Lee-Clay Product
been abandoned.
-(-0' y-'(I,

Cl.<-,"I ~ ,'",

l

~''''''

<l'LL

c.{ -<-A.rf,~ ",; 1/-

Company's sewer tile plant at the site of Clack's Mill'l(l)
~

-

Elmer Sulzer, GHOST RR·OF KY. 1967, Pp. 10], 109-10; (2
Powers, ms. hist. of Rowan Co., n.d •• Pp. 4-5, in
& App. Coll'n] "2-0~

,9

S"l-

J'.H.

v/

CLEATON: (Muhlenberg Co.) I l1neelta:D (Central City East,
Drakesboro).

A coal town with an active post office on the

Owensboro & Nashville Branch of the L&N Railroad, just e of
US 431 and 4 air miles ne of Greenville.
established Aug. 3, 1901 by William

~.

The post office was

Walls who named it and

the community for his wife, Hesky Cleaton Walls. ~lex'r. R.
Cather, "Origins of Muhl. Co. P.N." CENT. CITY TIMES-ARGUS,
8/2/1972, P.

D~?A

,

,

.'

~ CLEMENTSVILLE (Casey Co.): ~lehm/dnts/vihlJ (Clementsville). A community
of homes clustere.d.

around a Catholic church and school and several store

at the junction of KY· 70 and 551, 1 mile from the Adair County line and
8 air miles wsw of Liberty.

In 1802 Henry Clements and a group of Catho-

lics from
St. Ann Parish in Washington Co. settled on Casey Creek, some 1+
>
miles above the present Clementsville.

Here in 1807 a group of Trappist

monks established a shortlived community and in 1810 St. Bernard's Church
was built to become the nucleus of a community of Catholic farmers which
was named for Henry or his son, PhiliP'~Re-af-tRe-eeffiffiHR~tY~6-±eaaep6y
In 1857, for. reasons unknown, the community was moved to the present
Clementsville site where a new St. Bernard's Church was built.
but open farmland '._
Old Clementsville.

Nothing

marks ·the original site now generally known as
While it is likely that a post office existed at the

latter site, there, is no evidence of one and it was certainly not called
Clementsville, the only post office by this name having been established
by Albert Clements at its present site on May II, 1891.

I

,~

.-

Since it' closed

in 1967, the vicinity has been served by a rural branch of the Liberty
post office.

t?)

"A Brief Hist. of St. Bernard's Parish of Clementsville

Ky." in CASEY CO. KY. 1806-1977: A FOLK HIST. camp. & ed. by Gladys

C.

Thomas, 1978, Pp. 322-6; (2) Gladys & Otis Thomas, interview, ~/21/19ill
"-1'-1 1-:5'11

"
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,, JI CLIFTON

(Woodford Co.)

I

"

.

fulihf/t<lj] (Tyrone).

This once

thriving'river port and now a residential community on the
6
~ side of th;)KentuCkY River. I4t aiJ. miles wnw of V~rsailles,

L

1'1

1\ "'"

,,~~ ~ ~

"was, laid off' as a town in 1841 by John Berryman for theemployees' of his large hemp

factor~~t

wa~,,~ncor~~r_~~ed

called Woodford City bj. @ls48, it

Clifton for the name that pioneer Thomas

~

may then have been

·Railey.;:,j.~1790.

c~ I D"l ~

,

as

1"'k: -"-"~

had given his new home on the Cllff above the future townsite.

A post office called Clifton was in operation from May,

c'1848--to Sept. '1849." By the l'860s-th'e-village 'had become"a'''shipping

po~nt

for area farmers with warehouses and loading

docks~as

well as a steamboat refueling depot and ferry staII

tion and may then have been called Cicero, for reasons unknown,
while the landing itself,was called Woodford Landing and.
perhaps, Clifton Ferry as well.

-".

"

The post office was re-estab-

lished on Sept. 20. 1880 as Cicero

~ith

William Lane, post-

master~(WA~±e-tAe-teWR-~tself-was-vaF~e~sly-iaeRt~fiea-as
G~eepeT-Gl~fteRT-aRa-Weeefepa-Gity)

,

I.

,1

In 1895 the office was

'.'

"'-<- I "-" .. t- {; I' '" '-'-- <ILc....
~

m'9.ved,--UP the hilly 2 miles e to a point called Brookies

I

q., u '.r

Crossroads (at the junction of the present KY 1964 and Steele

y~
<

-Pike) where Tipton Shryock ran a grocery.

(An old map"

~~r,WI~ identifies this-site as Brookie Town (sic) named for a pioneer

~y"t>o~
(IO,Z.-Ill's)
\,....o.J- to-

...tt.-o

.....'r~l\~"'--

,nL~.

family of dist.illers).

With the closing of the post office

in 1903, the Cicero name was replaced by Clifton by which name
the community is now exclusively known. ' ) From 1900 till the

}

"P.V-Y~

®

early 1950s the community assumed the character of summer
vaction land with a number of camps located for some distance
up and down the river. By now, however. these have been replaced
by year round homes of commuters to Frankfort and Versailles.

~e

area is now on a Versailles rural

rout~~~l. Wil~is

W. Field,

-

,

"Clifton Was Once Known as Woodford City" WOODFORD SUN, 12/17/
I

1880; (2) William Railey, RIST. OF WOODFORD CO. 1938, P. 258;
(3) Jackie Nelson, "Clifton:

River Town has seen 'Many Wondrous

Times" LEX. HER-LEAD. 9/12/1976, Woodford Sect,., Pp. 4-5; ,(4)
Ben Chandler "Happy Times" col. in the WOODFORD SUN, 12/1/197j] I~o
I V"7
I LIs-I?-

Wry

. I

V CLIFTY (Toddl Co.) I U(lihf/tei] (Allegre).

Once called Bivinsville for

an early family and nicknamed Lickskillet for reasons unknown, this
J'Cf'(rfL.

hamlet of,125 ~i~~~rs, is on KY, 181/107, 12 air miles n'
ton.

of Elk-

It is in a section of the county known as "The Cliffs", a rather

impressive formation in the northern end of the county which rises 300
to 500 feet on both sides of a valley, itself varying 300 to 600 feet
in width, a very picturesque area with a wide range of flora and fauna,
attracting tourists, geologists, and photographers.

It has been cate-

gorized by the Ky. Heritage Comm'n. as especially worthy o;f preservation.

This area and possibly the community itself was settled before

1830 and the Clifty post office was established July 24, 1838 with John
Higgins, postmaster. Along with a store, ,school, and two churches, it
serves
"',
still/this section of the county. ~l) Geo. Koone, int~rview, 7/23/71;
(2) Marion Willliams, 'THE STORY OF TODD CO., KY. 1972, Pp. 253i]

'2. ')..S;

I~l

CO",,,, TY :

CLINTON l1!lihn/{ t )~riJ •
Albany.

190 sq. miles. Pop.

9,05?

Seatl

Established in 18)5 from parts of Cumberland and

Wayne Co's. and generally believed to have been named for
DeWitt Clinton (1769-lIiI28), Governor of N.Y. (1817-21, 182528) and projector of the Erie Canal.

There is little credi-

bility in the popular tradition that it was named for Clinton
Winfrey, the 12 year old son of State Representative Francis
H.

Winfrey who had sponsored the act creating the new c'ounty.

vi CLINTON

(Hickman Co.): ~ihnt!dnJ (Clinton, Oakton). A 5th
.

.

.

. class city of some 1350 persons and the seat of Hickman Co.,
on

us

51, 198 air miles sw of downtown Louisville.
-

It was
.

founded in 1828 for a proposed shift of the county's seat
from Columbus

to a more central location on land

acquired from Stephen Ray.

Though the post office was estab-

lished Dec. 18, 1829 with Allen Caldwell, postmaster, and the
town was incorporated in 1831, there was

lit~e

development

until its status as the county's seat was resolved in 1845.
The location of the Mobile & Ohio (now the Illinois Central
Gulf) Railroad through this ·point in 1873 insured the town's
standing as the county's trade center.

It's been said,

though never confirmed, that the name honored a Capt. Clinton
who had been stationed there in 1826.
71-2; (2) Lucille Bryars Owings 150
CENT.:

~l) Perrin, 1885,

YEARS~~HICKMAN

HIST. PROG. BOOK, c1971, P. li1I(,'--IIG~

CO.

Pp.

SESQUI~

J

" lz- ,*J

CLINTONVILLE (:S:ourbon Co.): "i}-lihnthn/vihiJ (Clintonville). Hamlet at the.
junction of KY.57 and 1678,

E.

mile

from the Clark Co. line, l~ miles

from the Fayette Co. line ~ and 7 air miles s·

of Paris.

The site was

settled around 1800 by the brothers George and John Stipp and first
ed Stipps Crossroads.

call~

When the post office was established by Walter
<fu- ~ "'" .

Jones on Aug. 29, 1831, ....it was renamed Clintonvill'e for the local Masonic Lodge which had been so named in 1825 or '26 for DeWitt Clinton, NY's
governor who had just completed the Erie Canal.

By this name it was in-

cdrporated'for a brief time in 1850. " Several distilleries. cigar and heM!
factories, and a slaughterhouse provided its economic base for the;,.first
half of
.
/the
19th century.
When bypassed by the railroad and the Maysville-Lexing
.
' . '
ton Pike, it declined to its present status as rural hamlet with a
y\

Q

W "'"

-a ear{ s.

\rV-'I"a I

\-0",

+"-.

school, 3 churches, and a st'ore to. serve its 70-.o,r,soresidents"/S,,rhgge

~ail is esliy.spse fpgm Papis) LLl) Edna Whitley, interview, 4/6/1977;
(·2 ) Perrin, 1 88 2, P. 140"~

~.

I~ 7, 1'11'(

/

CLOSPLINT (Harlan Co.:): [j.10hZ/Plihrij]

(Louellen). This coal

town with L&N Railroad station and active post office, on KY
38 and the Clover Fork of Cumberland River, 13~ air miles ·ene
of Harlan, was named for and by the Clover Splint Coal Co.
which opened its local mine in 1926~

The post off.ice was

established Feb. 16, 1928 with James Roy Parsons, postmaster.

~.w.

Whitfield, Jr., in letter·to me,

5/11/197~

117'3

/

CLOVER BOTTOM (Jackson Co.):

~lOh/v3r Baht/am.J (Johnetta). An active

post office at the junction of U1421 and
Creek. 9 air miles nw of McKee.

Ky.

1955. on Clover Bottom

Green V. Holland established the post

office on July 11. 1862 and named it for the creek which flows through
a rich limestone bottom with a heavy growth of clover.
iY1·terview. 7/9/197i11VI?:

/j!ss Wilson.

./ CLOVER FORK

(Harlan Co.) I @lohv/"r Fawr!¥J (Benham).

Since

1912, a coal mining community on KY 38, 3/4 mile from the
Virginia state line and 21t air miles e of Harlan.

It was

named for its location near the head"of one of the 3 forks
of the Cumberland River.

The aptly named stream flows w to

join Martin and Poor Forks in the vicinity of Harlan.

The

local post office, since closed, was one of the oldest in
the county, having peen established as Clover Fork on July
28, 1857 with Isaac W. Huff, postmaster.
letter to me, 6/28/1980J

1173

,

,

"

"

"

@.w.

Whitfield, Jr.

~CLOVERPORT

(Breckinridge CO.)I

Mattingly).

~loh/v~r/pawrj]

(Cloverport.

A 5th class city with an active post office and

some 1200 residents on the Ohio River at the mouth of Clover
Creek. 3/4 mile from the Hancock Co. line and 9 air miles wnw
of Hardinsburg.

The settlement is said to have been established

just e of the mouth of Clover Creek around 1798 and was first
called Joesville for its proprietor Joseph Huston or. perhaps.
for him and his brother-in-law Joseph Allen, another early
;'"

"\10.~

"",-,,-,,-,

landowneI(. or even Joseph Plumblet who had leased 21 acres from
Huston a.nd=:is--9~nsidered the first permanent settler.

On Jan.

28, 1828 the Kentucky Legislature established a town on this
site which waS named for the creek which, in turn, had been named
for the profusion of wild clover on its lower banks.

On Oct. 16

of that year, George LaHeist started the Cloverport post office.
By the mid 19th century the town had become an important shipping
port on the Ohio River, especially for western Kentucky cannel
coal.

On Feb. 11, 1860 the original town was combined' with a

growing section below the mouth of Clover Creek and incorporated
as Cloverport. By 1900, with a population of over 1650. its main
economic support had become the repair,shops of the Louisville
Henderson

&

St. Louis Railway.whicii, with the acquisition of this

line by the L&N Railroad in 1929.
Ul) Mary McKnought, CLOVERPORT I

-,. were removed to Louisville.
A BIT OF HIST., c1932. ms. in

KHS Libr; (2) Bill Thompson. HIST. & LEG. OF BRECK. CO •• KY ••
n.d •• Pp. 27-9, 10~ ="IY, '1'1;

~ CLYDE (Russell Co.), ~lahjD (Jabez). An extinct post office
.

t. mile·"b.eyond· the end

0f .KY 92~

i

mile n of the Wayne Co.

line and 6 air miles sse of Jamestown, in that section of the
now uninhabited part of Russell Co. that lies s of Lake
Cumberland.

The post office was established March 30, 1887
I'o-sf"""s+<t '<",

with Isaac Frealy,\and named for Clyde Decker, a local resident.

It was dis continued in 1913.

1/19/197ij

13,'>

fEuy Shearer,

interview,

.'

.

..-

-'

'r .

. \

/COALTON (:B'OYd Co.): '1!ohlltai] (Rush). Former mining and now
factory community centering at the junction of US 60 and KY

966, just ne,6f an I 64 interchange, less than a mile from the
Carter Co. line and gJ air miles

lASW

of catfettsbu....~. In 1864' the

Ashland Coal Co. acquired 9000 acres in·what came to be called
the Coalton and Rush tracts,and on March )0, 1865 the post
F u. YYI a c.e...
office/which had beemestablished as Metcalfe (and later called
II

Star Furnace)
(q.v',) in 1848,. was moved here with Benjamine (sic)
?
F. Waite, postmaster, and called Coalton.

In 1866 the Ashland

Coal Co. deeded its property to the Lexington & Big Sandy (now
C&O) Railroad which extended its track to this site in 1867 to
ship coal to Ashland.
that year.

The mines are said to have opened in

The post office closed in 1928 and mail is now

secured from.the Rush post office, 2~ road miles ssw. ~HIST.
OF ASHLAND, KY 1786-1954, Cent. Souvenir, 1954, Pp. 46,

86~

7

/

COBB, (C'aldwell CO.)I ~ah~ (Cobb). A one time station on the
Ohio Valley (now Illinois Central Gulf) Railroad built between
Princeton, Ky. and Clarksville, Tenn. in the late 1880s and
named either for the superintendent of the railroad or a
prosperous and influential family in neighboring Lyon Co.

The

local post office was established Dec. 12, 1887 by LaWrence B.
Sims and called Glen Allen probably for a local famHty.

In

Feb. 1888 the name was changed to Cebb, an obvious error which
was corrected the fol:lowing April.

The station and post
office
,

are gone but a store continues to serve this community where KY
672 crosses the lOG tracks, less than
miles from the

Trig~Oo.

t

mile n of KY 128, 1.2

line, and 8t air miles se of Princeton.

81) Mrs. Katie G. Howard, letter to Wm. G. Steel, 5/18/1925~

71"

(2 ) Olive Eldred , interview, 10/1/197

91"

I"j

8'

..

J

.";<11.-

0-"", "-cd-iv"- 110-1'1- of(:..,-u>-

(Cobhill). AJ)~a",ie.+"
-':'.' on t'QP of the

COBH'ILL (Estill Co. )

'-~-

hill on Kl¥.; 1182, 3 miles ne of its jct. with Ky. 52, and 7 air miles
"-j

e

f

. : of Irvine.

- •.

It was named for early settlers Henry and Samuel Cobb,

~

the sons-of a Caswell, N.C. migrant, Jesse Cobb (1769-1836).

The

brothers, known to have been born in Estill Co •. (Henry, the older, on
July 11,.1802) became large lanq.owners., farmers., and loggers in the
Cobhill area.

It was not until March 30, 1898, long after they had

passed fr.@m the scene, that Acgilles D. Howell established the Cobhill
post office.

It is not known if this name was applied to the place

hefore this time or why it was spelled with one "b". [ThiS vicinity
was thickly settled at one time, with its population engaged in 10ggin,5
and the mining of ore for the Fitchbmrg iron furnaces 2 miles nw. With
the decline of these industries, many residents moved to the Bluegrass
or northern cities for employment but their descendants have since returned to the sites they continued to own.
liv!Jl.jin the Qo:\)hill neighborhood

About 100 families now

are served by the .

, post office

in Mr. and Mrs. Olney Rogers' store.; and commute to jobs in Winchester
and LeXington]

~athryn

Carter, PLACE NAN',E;BURVEY OF ESTILL CO. unpub.

ms, 2/11/1978, n.pJ <,6..r

/

COBURG (Adair Co.):

@oh!ber~EI

(C'ane Valley).

A hamlet

with extinct post office at the junction of KY 55 and 191],
1 mile ne of the junction of Adair, Green, and Taylor
Counties, and 6 air miles n of Columbia.
have been

a settlement

This is said to

of rrerman-speaking people made about

1875 who most likely named their new community for their
home in:N. Bavaria.

The post office of Tampico, which had

been established
in Taylor Co. as Sublett's Store in 1855
I
.'.
with James A. Sublett, postmaster, and was renamed inl1857,
]?ecame Coburg in 190]. lE!.argaret Sue' ChristJe "County was
Settled by English People" COLUMBIA STATESMAN, Bicent.ed.
-::7 "3 .....r

6/15/1974, P. 18111

v/~ (Knott.Co.):~Oh!d~ (Blackey). One of seyeral commu-

...

nities completly
inundated
I

by

the recent floo.ding of Carrr

Fork Lake. it was centered at the"junction
of
KY'15'~d·160.
.
, ,_,'
"
,II
~

at the mouth of Breeding and Defeated Creeks;, brarich~:s ~of "
Carr Fork (of the North Fork of the KentuckyRi ver); and 6t
-

'.

,:

air miles s of Hd,ndman.', ·'Its post office. establi~hed Nov.: 18.
1897 with Shade Smith. postmaster. was named for a local.

family~" EVilma ,Ga!hart., interview. 1'l!25/197

U te
f

N
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/COILTOVIN (Hopkins Co.): ~Oyhl/town] (Coiltown). This coal miniYlj
commurri(ty of some 200 persons at the junction of KY· 502 and 1034, 6
air miles w:'. ' of Madisonville. was probably named for VI.D. Coil. the
president and general manager of the local Rose Creek Coal Co . . With
neVer a post office of its own, it has long been dependent on Nebo.
nearly 2 miles n., ..: .._...-" for mail service. A mile and a half se of Coil~ is Coiltown Junction where spur lines of the Ill. Cent. & Gulf
and L&N Rai-froads meet; and near the end of the L&N· tr,l:1.cks.
W.·

:.:

It

miles

of the junction, is Coil town Station' with, tipple and. coal mines.

~;~G.

ATLAS AND HIST. DATA OF HOP. CO. KY 1974. P.

,

,

~

Is

.. '.

1

~COLBYVILLE

or COLBY STATION (Clark Co.):

lJcu~l/bee/vihii

(Ford). An.

abandoned station on the C&O Railroad, 3t miles w .' of Winchester, that
identi~l~~

is g~veR/~merel~ Colby on contemporary maps. It was named for the old
Colbyville Tavern, owned by and named for Colby Taylor, whicp was one of
the two pioneer wayside inns between Winchester and Lexington (its rival
was the Chilesburg Tavern:in Fayette Co.)

Colby's tavern, at the junc-

tion of the present Colby (KY· 1927) and Becknerville Roads, i mile e:
of the station, housed the Colbyvi1le post office which Taylor estab1ishe,
on Dec. 11, 1826.

In 1852 this was moved to and/or renamed Fishback,

probably for its new postmaster, George T. Fishback, and was discontinued
in 1856.

A Colby Station post office at the station was in service from

1890 to 1894. A post World War II residential suburb called Colby Hills,
the
just w
of/Winchester city limits1was named for the Colby Road which
forms its southern boundary, .It had an estimated 300 residents in 1970.
Ul) Kathryn Owen, interview, 6/1/197Ti (2) Kingsbury-Stuart ms. on Clark

Co.' P.~ "1"1"'-, ,:1'(9,

V COLDIRON

(Harlan Co.) I ~Ohl/ahrEl

(Wallins Creek).

A village

between US 119 and the Cumberland River, 7 air miles w of
Harlan, whose active post office was establlshed Nov. 16,
1928 with Mary E. Coldiron, postmaster, and probably named
for Elihu Coldiron, an e~ly settler. ~abel Collins, "Town

'0 ::nr
Names Given by Railroads •••• ~

"

<"

,

j./. -

/

COLD SPRING

(Campbell Co.)

I

[KOhld sprihf£J (Newport). This 5th

class city with some 1850 residents on US 27. 4t air miles sse
of downtown Newport and 2 air miles nw of Alexandria. may date
from the pioneer
Thomas Reese.

Ree~e's

Settlement. named for the family of

Here in 1794 the Old Licking Baptist Church" the

oldest in the county, was organized.

The Cold Spring name.

which may have been applied to the community before 1800.
referred to a perennial spring of clear cold water that yet
exists in a rather secluded wooded site near the local fire
house and which. for years. provided the local water supply.
The ColdSpring post office was established by Oliver lVI.
DeCoursey on June 13. 1832 and was combined with the nearby
Highland Heights office in 1955 to form the Cold

Spring~

Highland Heights post office which is now a branch of the
Newport post off.ice.
in 1940.

The city of Cold Spring was incorporated

~l) C.B., Truesdell, letter to Emmet L. Hardy.' 11/14/

1949. ms. now at Kenton Co. P.L.

I

(2) John W. Stevens, letter

to the edit •• NEWPORT LOCAL. 12/19/1878. P.

lIE

:"~'fl q ss-.r

11

COLDWATER (Calloway Co.)

I

~Ohldlw~ht/a:SJ (Kirksey). On KY 121,

less than 2 miles-e of the Graves Co. line and 7 air miles w of
Murray, is one of the few rural trade centers in the county that
is actually growing.

Coldwater has had several sites since its

post office was established Dec. 9, 1856 near the junction of the
present KY 121 and 229.

Just n of the original site was a cold

flowing spring developed by Byrd Ezell before 1845. - In 1856 he
sold the spring and surrounding land to Asa
_a~store

S~arborough

who opened-

and the post office he called GOldwater-(: -Sometime later

these were moved w to the vicinity of the West Fork of Clarks
River and, in 1868, to their present location where the post
office remained in operation until it closed in 1907.

According

to historian/Brown Tucker, there were actually 2 cold water springs
about a mile apart.

The owners of each, disputing which was the

colder, requested an impartial comparison test.
Scarborough's was the crolder.

Apparently Mr.

Another local legend tells of 2 men

who opened stores in the vicinity.

One sold whiskey which local

people dubbed "hot water" while the other served only cold water.
In any case, the spring in question is gone and there is no sign
now that there ever was one.

The area is now on a Murray rural

route. ~l) Logan Wrather in letter to MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES, c.
1940 and repro. in same, 4/28/1967: (2) Brown C. Tucker, interview,
8/4/1977: (3) Lochie B. Hart, "Origin of Names of the Towns in
Calloway" RIST. OF CALLO. CO., c193l, n.~ cf-'2-~1

l'rOI, I '{If I

j

COLEMANSVILLE (Harrison Co.)

(!ohl/m;Jnz/viW (Berry).

I

A hamlet with extinct post of rice on KY 10)2, lOt air miles

nw of Cynthiana.

It was established as a town by legislative

act in 18)1 on land then owned by Robert S. Coleman for whom
it was probably named (or for Whitehead Coleman, said to have
had a mill in that vicinity earlier in the century) and soon
became an important trade center on the old stage route between
Lexington and Covington.

The first post office between these 2

cities was established by John Smith in 1829 as Mouth of Raven
for its location in Smith's Stony Castle home at the mouth of
this w bank tributary of the South Fork of Licking River, just
above and across·; from the present city of Berry, Ky.

On Feb.

1, 18)4 this office was moved a mile nw to Colemansville and so

renamed.

It closed in 1878.

In 1884 the town was nearly

destroyed by a cyclone and only partially rebuilt.

Residents

of the vicinity now· receive mail services from the Berry post
of rice , It road miles e.

~l) ONE HUNDRED AND SEVENTY-FIFTH

ANNI. OF HARRISON' CO. 1794-1969, 1969, P. 151 (2) Katherine
c.,..\

Wilson, "This Old House" c19?121

&

~ I r o!'; £' 'l. 'l...

repro. in CYNTH. DEM. 8/7/62.1

/.

COLESBURG'

(Hardin Co.),

Kohlz/bergh

(Colesburg). An L&N

Railroad station and hamlet with extinct post offlce, between
KY 434 and I 65,

5~

air miles ne of Elizabethtown.

It is said

to have been settled at least by 1800 and named for pioneer
William Cole.

It is not known when the name was first applied

to the settlement but it was in use for the station on the L&N
Railroad's main line by 1858/9.

Here, in later years, booster

locomotives were maintained to propel trains up the formidable
Muldraugh Hill between Colesburg and Elizabethtown.

The

f~rst

post office to serve this vicinity was established Aug. 19, 1856
as Robertsville or Robertsonville with Querry Florence, postmaster.

It was renamed Colesburgh in 1877 by then postmaster

John W.G. Stark and became Colesburg in 1893. Since its discontinuance, mail service has been provided by the office at
Lebanon Junction, 4 rail miles ne. [pan'I. E. McClure, Jr. TWO
CENT. IN ELIZ.

HARDIN: CO." KY. 1776-1976, E'town, Hardin Co.
.
::-J I '1 ("
Hist. Soc., 1979, Pp. 208, 2l0j

-,

&

j

COLETOWN (Fayette Co.):

~Ohl/to~ (Coletown). A settlement along Walnut

Hill Rd., centering on its junction with Shelby Lane in southern Fayette
Co., Ii mile::;!from the Jessamine
ton's New Circle Road.
Cole, who, in

l8~3,

Co. line and 4t- air miles sse of Lexing-

It was named for a former slave, Milly or Millie

had inherited 10 acres from Sarah Johnson,

her former master.

s~ster

to

On Milly's death in 1868, the property was subdivided

for her 3 children who were joined by other families to form the settlement.

By 1971 it was one of the smallest of the Fayette Co. communities

with only 29 residents. [Eonald Burle.l~ & Michael Putnam, Part 2, "Rural
Settlements Housing Study of 1971, Housing Rept. of City-County Planning

ij

Comm." May 1971, Pp. 39-4
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COLLEGE HILL (Ma~~son,Co.):

ifD 9.77,' i

witi6 ayi'.: ~9ti ve post' office
.
,
~ahl!adj HihJJ( Pa;LmE!!r). This ,1).~e:tJor.

'.

"

OJ..J...

mile wE?st of the K~ntucky River ~d the Estill Co. ,lil').e

'I

8i air mi:).es ene of ,Richmondi was once called Texas. " According to, the
popular account given ,by, J .T., Dorris, "(Abner) Oldham, a commissioner
appointfild to divide Na1;han Lipscomb~~ 2700 acre est;ite ip 1§43, whUe
,

,

riding, over the land, was pulled from his

ho~se

by a large growth, ,of

briers.

When he got uP.he exclaiIlled, 'I wouldnt have all, this damne
£k""
Texas country as a gift.' ~": ,) Local people started ca;Lling the commu'-~

nity that developed in this vicinity Texas and the name came to be
generallyaccept~d. Stilll, ~ccording to tradition. Walter K. N9rr~s's

application for

'~

Texas post office in 187/fwas

~t firstreje~ted

as

another Texas post office was already in operation in Wa§!hington,Co.
later that year
..' ".'
But/the ,postal authorities accepted his se~ond,peti1;ion in the n~e
of College Hill for the Texas Seminary. a private

second~y,~chool
. - .

...

that'h;id been founded the:re in 1868;' Thus.the post,offj.ce 9f College

lii11

was established on J!in. ;L5. +875 and shortly ther~~~t~r,:t~e

schoo:;!.. which w9-s a;Lso referred to
College Hill Seminary.

<l~,Ayers

Seminary, wafl

r~namfild

(Later the property w~s. dfilede~ :to thfil ~9unty,

school system). ,Yet the communi:t;y ifl knoym to have been ip~orporated
by the. !Cy. Gen'l. Assembly aS,College Hill""on March 22, 1873. And by
this

n~eGGJ~~~;L~':',it'
~ ---= .......... ....;....... ,_:-

SPRINGS
I
.

is now known. ~
\(1) J'.T'. Dorris OLD CANE

A STORY OF '!HE WAR BETW.
MAD.
.
. .THE
' - STATES IN- CO. KY. 1936-7.

Pp. 133-4; (2) Robt. N. Grise, "College Hill Receives Name" RI'CH.
DAILY REG. 4/19/197~

.n,

'{Go

/

J COLSON

(Letcher CO.)I

~Ohl/s~~

(Mayking). A coal mining

community of some 150 persons scattered along Rockhouse Creek
and KY 7 from Indian Creek to Camp Branch.

The post office,

most recently located on Trace Fork of Rockhouse, about 7t
air miles nnw of Whitesburg, was established May 26, 1897 and
named for David G. Colson (1861-1904), then U.S. Congressman
for that district.

It closed in 1977 and the area is now on
.",

a

White~burg.

rural· route.

Within 2 miles of the post office

site are the consolidated Colson Elementery School and the
Whitesburg Municipal Airport.
Steel, 4/22/l92~ I~I~

~.M. Webb, letter to Wm. G.

J COLUMBIA (Adair CO.)I [K./lUhm/byi0

(Columbia).

A 4th class

city of some 3730 persons and the seat of Adair Co., on KY 80
and 55 and the s bank of Russell Creek, 77 air miles sse of
downtown Louisville.

A settlement by this name is said to have

existed here by 1802 when it became the seat of the newly
established

'Co IN '"

county.Th~;.was

laid off in the fall of 1802 by

Daniel Trabue, etal. on land acquired from Blackmore Hughes 2
years before.

John Field, who had opened the first store here

in 1800, became the first postmaster of what was established as
Adair Court House on April I, 1806 and which later became
Columbia C:ourt House or Columbia.

No one knows how it got its

name but it is thought to have been named by those who felt
that Christopher Columbus "had been robbed of an honor to which
he was justly entitled when the Western Hemisphere took the
name of •America' ."

s~'f

Whether the name Columbia was actually

coined or merely first recorded by the poet, Philip Freneau in

1775 as an alternative name for the incipient country, its
early appeal was also a refle-ction of the,·then::,d,isdain for
England • s assumption of the Cab6ts' discovery of Ameri.ca.~o..r

n

1) O. W., Baylor WPA ms 1 (2) Ruth Paull Burdette, EARLY COLUMBIA I

The Beginnings of a Small Ky. Town, n.d., Pp. 3-41 (3) LCJ, 6/5/

19291 (4) Geo. R. Stewart, NAMES ON THE LAND, Pp. 171-~

32., '2-0'>;

ib'f,~)

v/COLUMBUS (Fayette Co.): ~~ilUhm/b~~ (Clintonville). An all black
settlement just Qff Royster Rd. and north of US 60,-5 miles e.:
Lexington's New Circle Rd.

of

In 1893 Clarence H. Crimm divided his farm

and sold it off in individuai lots to freed slaves. ".He named the ,de:v;el,::
opment Columbia or Columbiatown--in preference to Crimrntown--for the
Columbian Exposition which had just closed in Chicago.

~Re-Haffie-waB-eRaRgej)it

is now called Columbus.

~nald

For some reason
Burrell & Michael

Putnam, Part 2, "Rural Settlements Housing Study of 1971, Housing Rept.
'of City-County Planning Comrn'," 5/1971" P.

ii]. '33

. :/

./
"

./

v!90LUMBUS (Hickman Co.)

I

~~/luhm/bdil

city on KY 80, 58, and 12],

~

A 5th class

(Arlington).

mile e of the Mississippi River

and 7t air miles nw of Clinton.

The oldest town in the Jackson

Purchase (q.v. )., i t was first settled ·in 1804 on the Mississippi
floodplain and then known as (The) Iron Banks, a translation of
Les Rivage de Fer, allegedly applied by eq.rly French travelers
for "the towering rusty looking bluffs"
river at that point.

1/,/

overlooking the

A post .office was established here on Oct.

26, 1820 with Henry L. Edrington, postmaster, and was called
Columbus, probably for the discoverer of America who was then
similarly being honored in several other states.

The town was

creat,ed by the Kentucky Legislature in Dec. 1820, laid out in
1821, and became the first seat of Hickman Co.
of that year.

"

'

in Dec.

The seat was later moved to the more centrally

located Cl·inton, a loss which failed to hinder Columbus's development as an early Mississippi River port and the
antebellum trade center of the Purchase.

The town's greatest

impetus to growth came in 1858 with its advent as the northern
terminus of the Mobile
line in

Amer~ca.

&

Ohio, then the longest single rail

,

Columbus enjoyed a peak population of ]000

in 1880 but its 'prosperity had already suffered a damaging
blow in 1874 when what became the Illinois Central Railroad
was built through Clinton.

A bridge built acrss the Ohio River

to Cairo in 1889 ended Columbus's role as terminus and transfer
point. By 1900 Paducah, over ]0 miles ne, had succeeded in replacing it as the commercial capital of the Purchase.

After

the disastrous 1927 floods, the toWn was relocated on the 140
foot bluff above and t mile e of the floodplain.
mains of

~he

Nothing re-

town on its original site which was deeded to the

state to become part of the COlumbus-Belmont Memorial State Park.

"

· .,

....

.'

..

.,:

••

I

~

"

_

Relocation failed to result in a renaissance of the town.
Attempts to attract industry and tourists have been unsuc:cessful.

Little remains at the hillside site but the post office,

several small businesses, and an estimated 370 residents.
Unfounded is the deeprooted local tradition that Thomas
Jefferson had planned the location or else

~he

removal of the

U.S. capital to this more centrally located site; there is no
mention of any such plan in any known writings by or about
him.

Nor is there any record that the town was ever called

Columbia; that name appearing on an old map wasL;most likely
an error.

E:)

OLD COLUMBUS, KY., BELMONT, MO. CIVIL WAR

BATTLEFIELD AREA: A BRIEF HIST. AND OLD PICTURES, by Lucille
Bryars Owings, 197/} , Pp. 3-8,29-33,39; (2) Bill Powell,
"Columbus Cuts the Railroad Ties that Bound it to Another Era"
LCJ, 7/16/1978,

~;

Bl:1-6; (3)

"Interesting Facts about

Columbus" Purch. Ed. of MAYF. l'IlESS. 12/27/1969, P. GIO:9;
(4) John E.L. Robertson, WEST TO THE :IRON BANKS, MA thesis,

U. of Louisv., 1961, Pp. 90-3,115; (5) "A Kentucky Town's
Trad." LCJ, ll/2/}/1926; (6) Lucille B. Owings, letter to me,
3/16/ 1 9791 I C,I,I-Y"/..., ~-o'l, b~"'J Ho,llJ\?-

-
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r/ COMBS

(Perry Co.):

fuOh~

(Hazard North). A coal town and L&N

Railroad station with an active post office, on the North Fork
of the Kentucky River and KY 80, just sw of the latter's junction with KY 15, and

t air mile nw of Hazardf' The town super-

ceded several area coal camps including those operated by the
Domino and Lennut Coal Companies, and
Dolen for them.

l>Ja.$.

firs1;.
:'·i·-.
. -

The nearby Domino and Lennut (q.v.) post offices,

which had opened in 1914, were the first to serve the vicinity.
The Combs post office was established on July 17, 1922 with Dewey
Colwell, postmaster, and named for Abij'ah Benjamin ("Bige'0 C-ombs,.:,:
(1882-1955), a livestock and real estate dealer and onetime
sheriff of Perry Co., who had subdivided and sold most of the
site as home and business lots.

In 1932 the community was re-

named Combs for the post office. [1) David Hawpe, LCJ, 5/26/71,
P. B1:3-6; (2) "Town Named After A.B. 'Bige' Combs" THE. COMBS
INFORMER, 8/17/1969, P. 311); (3) Josiah H. Combs THE COMBSES
GENEALOGY, pvt1y. printed, 1976, Pp. 191-~ y~IYlb,7~o

"

~ CONCORD (Lewis Co.): ~ahn/kawr~ (Concord). Until recently this was
one of the smallest 6th class cities in.Kentucky with

~bout

110 resi-

dents and an active post office j at the "junction of KY,,: 8 and 57, on
the Ohio River, just below the mouth of Sycamore
wnw of Vanceburg.

Cree~, 10~

air miles

It was founded in 1830 by Edward and John Stevensor

(or Stephenson) on iand that had b:e'Eln in their family since. the turn
of the century/and was named\eitherr-fo~ the town in New Hampshire or
its i~~ ~':;:~~'~~)'O';.famed Revolutionary War precedence. the town in Massachusetts.

The first s.totekeer, Sam'l. Stevenson, established the.post
...----."- .. '
office Jan. 3, 1834 and the town was incorporated. the year before.
-~

[II) Ragan, Pp •. l08, 307-8; (2) Beulah Faye Lykins, letter to me, 2/3/

71

1973; (3) Ibid., interview, 6/20/197
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~ CONFEDERATE (Lyon Co.): ~~n!fehd/or/djJ (Lamasco). In the l880s Linn

Gresham opened a store on the 'present

KY 271.j., just north of the mouth

of Confederate Branch of McNabb Creek,' and near the Bethany Baptist
Church.

There, on Aug. 19, 1885, he established the post office of

Confederate, named ostensibly for the Confederate veterans who
in the area.

Ac~oss.the

road from the store was Confederate

liv~d

Spri~gs

which made the storeYta fawori te stopping place for travelers and a meet·
ing place for local fa~mers. The post office closed in 19l1.j.. In 1958
much of the community
wh,en 'f, p,fsi te was acquired by the US. Corps of Engineers. for the Barkley
Lake Reservoir, the store was .moved about a mile north to
of KY j 93 and 271.j.,
service. 81)

5~

t~e

junction

air miles se of Eddyville which now provides mail

O~ CENT. OF LYON CO. HIST. 1961.j., Pp. 72-J; (2)

Bill

Matlock, "Only Old Store, Graves, Memories Remain of Lyon's Confederate"
PAD. SVN-DEMO. 6!21.j./1977; (J) Nancy S. Beck, lett:er to.me,
2Jo I rro, fa

2-~

1/20i197ij

V

CONFLUENCE

(Leslie Co.):

~ahn/flU/an~ (Buckhorn).

A

hamlet on KY 257. 7 air mi+es n of Hyden. whose active post
office was established Dec. li 1890 with George B. Huff.
postmaster. and named for its location at the mouth of
Wilder Branch of Middle Fork of the Kentucky River. [R.B.

,

Campbell. interview. 5/27/1978J p-'I?:

~CONGLETON (Lee CO.)I ~ah,lol/t3ti] (Beattyville).

settiement extending along Ky~ 11, about

H

This residential

air"miles south of Beatty-

ville and the Kentucky River, was named for a prominent landowning
family in the vicinity. .Its post office, established June 18, 1925
with Algin Cecil, postmaster, has since closed and the place is now

117 :

?!]

on a Beattyville rural route. ~eVYle Shackelford, interview, 7/81

,

u

...

.:,
"

\:~

.:

'";~

;.:

V' CONRARD

(Pulaski Co.)

I

~ahnl.. ri] (ffiUows). This extinct post

of rice on the Line Creek Rd., less than

Ii

miles from the Rock-

castle Co. line and 13 air miles ene of Somerset, was established
Sept. 16, 1899 with William R. Burdine, postmaster, and named for
Charles A. Conrard (1866-1918), then Secretary to the 4th
Assistant Postmaster General and later (1901-09) Chief Clerk of
the Post Office Department.

The of rice was discontinued in 1975.

[£1) Mrs. Jessie M. Bullock, Science Hill, Ky., letter to me,
1/21/1980; (2) Chas. A. Conrard, Jr., Holmes Beach, Fla., letter
to me, 1/30/ 1 98'8 I"::;> ~ I IOs-o

·-/ CONSOLATION (Christian Co.): ~ahn/s;)/la/sha;:O (Dawson Springs SE). A
store and several nearby homes are all that remain of this community on

KY) 109,

l~ air miles _nnw of Hopkinsville.

In was settled in the early

18]Os by Joab Clark, a Universalist preacher who, ace.ording to tradition,
so firmly believed that it was God's consolation that he settle there and
build his church that he called the place Consolation. Variations of this
explanation include his having stated after receiving many promises but
little cash for the erection of his church "well, that's some consolation
been7
The local school and church are gone. The community's postal needs have)
served by the Era and now Crofton post offices. [jl) Wm. T. Turner, interview, 8/7/1:977; (2) Joe Dorris, KY. NEW ERA, 5/22/1972, P.

4:J]

'7 <f'c:",

Yo3

.'
v/CONWAY (RockcastleCo.), ~U;:ahn/w~ (Wildie). A village, L&N~_(-:
,

post office on ·US 25, just

Railroad,statiori,
and _active
_:"" - - ....... ___ . - - .
_

- - - __ ....... -1"__

east of Roundstone Creek and I 75, and
Vernon.

7i

air miles n of Mount

The post office which was established as Conway ton on

Feb. 29, 1884 with William Hart, postmaster, and became simply
Conway several months later, was named for a Mr. Conway, a
surveyo~

and partner in Conway and Taylor, late 19th century

land owners and developers.
;! I "'-,-/3
197~

[QPP

Bussell, Jr., interview, 4/29/

/

COOPER (Wayne Co.)

I

\joop/dil

(Monticello).

This hamlet

with extinct post office on KY 167, 3* air miies s of Monti"

-

cello, was settled early in the 19th century and for years
was known as (the) Pleasant Bend (Community)for the nearly
complete loop made by Beaver Creek, just se"of the post
office.

The office was established May 2, 1892 in the Miller

Brothers store and is said to ha~e been named by the store's
owners "for 'their nephews, Fount{ain Fox) and Clem Cooper.
vi
Fount (1870-1955) was the tirst"postmaster. The community
has been on a Monticello rural route since
the "office
was
,-closed in late 1975. lPeborah June Burgess, "Rist. of the
Cooper

Community'~ TP, Wayne Co. R.S., 3/19~

irbl

V

CO-OPERATIVE
(Barthen).

(McCreary Co.) I [Koh/ahP/a rh th v', Koh/ahP/ar/Ytihi]
Only a few homes and the post office remain along KY

1363 and White Oak Creek, 7t air miles wsw of Whitley City, of the
second largest of the mining towns established by the Stearns Coal
and Lumber Co. of Stearns, Ky.

The community and its post office,

established Sepy·. 8" 1922, were named for the local mine opened in
1921 as a cooperative effort of a number of employees to whom
company' stock had been sold.

In that year a spur line was extended

It miles up the creek from the firm's Kentucky & Tennessee Railway
station at White Oak Junction on Rock Creek.

The Cooperative mine

ceased production in 1950 when it was considered no longer
economically feasible to continue operations.

In 1963 the post

office was moved to a store on KY 1363, almost a mile w of the
original town site.

Ql)

Dr. Frank C. Thomas, 1ette,rs to me, 1/29/

1979, 8/7/1980; (2) Burris Smith, interview, 6/22/1978; (3) E:iJmer
G. Sulzer, GHOST RR OF KY., 1967, Pp. 213,' 21~

.' r,.',!.'- :t'
, .... ~. ~

:-

.~:.

')...oJ'-,II6'2.

(,"'l, 131?'{

ICOOPERSVILLE (Wayne CO •. ),I &Oophrz/vihj] (Coopersville). A hamlet
with an active post office on KY 92 and Kennedy (or Canada) Creek
(a branch of the Litt-le South Fork "of
the South . Fork of the
'_.Cumberland River), 7 air miles se of Monticello. The post office
was established May 25, 1875 with William H. Parker, postmaster,
the
and named for ,I,',I large number of Coopers in the area. They may
have been the descendants of Jacob Cooper (1807-1893) who, sometime, ~after 1832, had a farm on the ridge li miles n of the present
post office site.

Q?eggy Cooper Garrett & Joe Garrett, COOPER

FROM THEN TILL NOW, pvt. printed, 1973. p.

5,B

Fro

~ CORAL HILL (Barren Co.). Ufahr/dl Hih~ (Hiseville). An
extinct post office on KY 740, t mile n of Beaver Creek and
3 air miles nne of Glasgow, in operation from 1858 to 1907
and named'for the largelloutcrop of coralline formation which
is found there in great quantities." The vicinity is now on
a Glasgow rural route.

~rs.

J. Wood Vance "Barren Towns:

<"Q1
What's in a Name?" anni. ed. of GLASGOW TIMES, 3/10/19~

1"11

\

... -

(Whitley-Knex ~tercounty feature): CKawr/banJ (Corbin,
Vox).

A }rd class industrial city with an active post office,

L&N Railroad station, and some <7100 residents, on US 25W,-just
w of I 75 and s of US 25E, Ilt air miles n of Williamsburg, the
seat of Vfuitley Co. and 11. air miles ese of Barbourwi1le, the
seat of Knox Co.

The earliest set.t1ement wi thin the present

city limits Vias made on Bacon Creek in 1812.

For years small

farmsteads in the area were collectively called Lynn Camp for
the creek which here separates Vfuit1ey and Knox Counties.

The

creek was named for the camp of pioneer William Lynn who, with
a party of hunters from Bowling Green, Va •. had arrived at this
site around 1800.

He or his party are said to have gotten lost

and the remains of their old campsite on the ne bank of the
creek were noted 2 years later by a search party which then
named the creek.

When the L&N Railroad reached this vicinity

in 1882 it named its station Lynn Camp.
lished July

2~,

The post office, estab-

188} by storekeeper James Eaton, was called

Cummins for the town's proprietor and founder, Nelson Cummins,
who was instrumental in getting the railroad station located
here.

On Jan. 2, 1885 the office was renamed by Eaton for the

Rev. James Corbin Floyd, a minister of the local Christian Church,
whom he held in high regard and who happened to be in Eaton's
o££ice at the time a new name was b:eing considered.

Eaton

Since

was also the L&N's local agent, the station was also re-

named Corbin.

The town was incorporated in 1902. The town's

development, growth, and decline paralleled the fortunes of the
railroad's coal shipping operations.

The decline in coal produc-

tion and the conversion to diesel locomotion ended its dependence
on the railroad but economic disaster was averted by the location
of new industries. The town has also become the main trade c'enter

~-.--:..

&
for over 70,000 persons in 3 counties.

In the mid 1920s the

Kentucky General Assembly blocked an effort to establish a new
county from Vlhi tley, Knox, Laurel, McCreary, and Pulaski Co 's.
that would have been governed froin Corbin and called Wilson
County for the late president.

81)

John D. Feather "A Hist.

of Corbin" CORBIN DAILY TRIB. Corbin sect. of its 75th ar:mi.
ed. 2/23/1967, Pp. 2ff; (2) Rob't. E. Dundon, "Wilson Co. lIlay
be Democratic,Haven for lilts. Near Corbin" LOU. -HERALD, 1/9/
1924; (3) John L. Crawford, interview,

6/22/197~ ~~ I, Y"2...O,
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@awr/de~

./:CORDELL (Lawrence Co.)

)'-, -' - .

,- .

(Blaine) • This recently

"':;";{".' ,: disc ontinued post office at the mouth of Steele Branch' of Brusny
r" ", .. ; ,:,::....:
"<

'"

,I

,)-.~.,":.:~~Cre.e~~ ·l~ .. air miles'sw of Louisa, was establish~d Dec.

',.'

',-

29. 1898

':'.\ ::.wi~h Baso:om Sturgell," postmaster, and' name'd for a :'local family.
t~/.

'."' - ' : - ' "

--- • .../'

><.<. ," . ··Th!)!,~rushy·Creek area is now served by the Blaine post office,'

.-, •.~..:-- _ ....

"~".

,,,' -",.,.
'.-', .
,"

':~.:' _

,

.'

'1

'. ,,:some
4t,:roaa . miles 'nw of the old Cordell post office site.
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CORINTH

(Grant Co.):

~ahr!ihn~ (Sadieville). A 6th class

city of some 300 residents centering at the junction of US 25
and KY 330. just n of the junction of Grant. Scotv. and
Harrison Co's •• It miles e of I 75. and 9 air miles s of
Williamstown.

It is said to have been an early stage stop on

the old Covington to Lexington Pike but did not develop 'as a
town until the coming of the Cincinnati & Southern Railway in
1876 when it also became an important shipping point for area
tobacco and whiskey.

It is not known when the Corinth name

was applied to the community but its still active post office
was established as such on Oct. 22, 1868 with David W.
Williams, postmaster, and by this name it was incorporated in
1878.

It was undoubtedly named for the Corinth Christian

Church which, in turn, was named for the ancient city in
Greece to whose early Christians St. Paul wrote two memorable
letters.

At some time the Grant Co. Corinth was also known

as Mullanixville.

At least one historianS:3has suggested', that

this was the first'name given to the railroad station and was
that of the station agent. [ill Isabel Lanter, "Southern
Railroad Completion in 1876 Big Aid to Commerce" GRANT CO.
NEWS, 8/12/1976, P. IlBI3-6; (2) Ona Morgan, interview, 4/30/
197~ .>31, 1'3'{'l...

~ORNETT.sVILLE

(Perry Co.):

liawr/ndts/vihU (Vicco). A hamlet
c::

with an active post office and an L&N Railroad station on KY
7 and the North Fork of the Kentucky River, 1 mile from the
Letcher Co. line and 9 air miles se of Hazard.

The post office

was established as Salt Creek on June 8, 1868 with Anderson
Cornett, postmaster, and named for the early 19th century salt
w.Qrks at the mouth of Leatherwood Cre ek,

:it

n?med in 1896 by the then postmaster and

storekeepe~

mile sw.

It was reJohn B.

Cornett, for_the fact that nearly all of the residents were
descendants of his pioneer gra~dfather, William Cornett (17611836), a Virginia-born Revolutionary War veteran who, in 1796-7,
had settled at the mouth of Bull Cree-k,
office-store site.
NY,

mile above the post

Cornett, THE CORNETT FAMILY,

Vantage Press~, 1971, Pp. 20-'+, 38; (2) Estill McIntyre,

interview,

.r.

0) Essie R.

:it

7/7/~97~ ~91

132--7

V

CORNISHVILLE (Mer-cer Co.)

I

~awr/nihsh/vihi1 (C.brnishville). A village

with an active post .Office and some 175 residents at the jUnction of K"
1989 and the Chaplin River, 7 air miles wnw of Harrodsburg. In the vic:
nity of a grist mill built before 1820 by a Mr.- Carrier, the' post
off:ice was established Oct. 9, 1846, with Garland Symmes, postmaster.
It may have been named for George Doggett Cornish, one of a prominent
pioneer family there which produced Samuel Cornish', the builder of man:
of Kentucky's early covered bridges.

One of these, destroyed in an

1899 cycl,one, had spanned the river joining :the 2. sections of the
vilLage.

The

v.,l/aSe..

'Pe.ak

was soon rebuilt to bec.ome a prosperous trade

center with a,population of about 800.

4/21/197~ ,"'-(, '(

r
:'
@..ebec'ca Conover,

interview,

V CORNWELL (Menifee Co.)

I

r!awrn/wehI] (Frenchburg). Little remains of

this hamlet on uq460,-Ji air miles west of Frenchburg, but an abandoned store building, a church, and several old homes.

It was named for

William Cornwell who built the first home there around 1870.

The

established Jan. J, 1878 with Arnold Ingrahan
.
then
postmaster, was moved, in 1889 1 mile east to Rothwell,/the terminus

Cornwell post office"

of the Kentucky and South Atlantic Railroad. Bath communities are now
on a Frenchburg rural route. Uleritage Ed. of-MENIFEE CO. JOURN. 10/10

1974, P. 14 I

l-?j

3,{1

~CORYDON

(Henderson CO.)I ~ahr;a/dB!Q

(Poole).

This 5th class

city of almost 1000 residents on US 60/641 and the Ilrinois
Central Gulf Railroad, 4 air miles sw of Henderson, was settled
in 1848 by Dr. John N. Dorsey who opened the first store there
with his brotcher, Will'iam L.

On Sept. 1, 1849 John became the

first postmaster and William laid out the town in 1850.
incorporated in 1867.

It was

John's wife, Patsy Atcherson Dorsey, is
"

credited with having named the town for the shepherd hero in
"Pastoral Elegy", a popular song of the day.

That name, in

turn, had first been applied to the love-sick swain in Virgil's
Eclogues. @OrydOn Centennial Issue of CARIlINAL ANCESTRAL NOTES
d ,
n ••

.;;;7

pass~5

t7L(

,'"

,

,

, - ' / :COTTLE' (M6r:gan ,Co.): @ahdh:f] (Lenox)-. A hamlet with an active
, post office, just n of the junction of US 460 (KY 7) and KY,364
I

and juste of the Licking River, 3 air miles se of'West Liberty.
The post office was established March 11, 1931

with_Herb~rt

Hammonds ,postmaster, and named f-or pioneer settler, Joseph
Cottle.

~

, y

A saw mill still operates on the e side of the river,

mile s -of the post office .l!:ynn Nickell, int erview, 12/1/197fj I'? Y{,

"

,

,,

. ,

"

J COTTONBURG

(Madison Co.)

I

[!ahth n/berg!D (Kirksville).

A store and recently discontinued post offic"e on the Poosey
Ridge Rd. (KY 595),

1~

Garrard Co. line, and

miles e of Paint Lick Creek and the
7~

air miles w of Richmond.

The post

office was established May 21, 1886 with Benjamin F. Cotton,
postmaster, and named for a large family of landowners,
perhaps specifically for Jerome Cotton.
letter to me, 5/21/196~ rOVI

[Forrest Ca11ico,

/

COTTONGIM
post

(Clay Co.)

of~ice

I

frahthn/ghi~

(1F.i.ma). This extinct

on KY 11 and Collins Fork of Goose Creek, just

below the mouth of Whites Branch and 6 air miles ssw of
Manchester, was established on July 3, 1918 by Sal]ie Cottingim
(Mrs. Luther Hacker) and named for her family.

Pierce Cotten-

gim (original spelling), born in South Carolina in 1792, was
the Clay Co. progenitor of that family in the early 19th
century.

Near the site of the old post office is the New Home

Church and a short distance below these is the site of the
Jonsee cpjahn!s~Station of the Cumberland & Manchester Branch
of the L&N Railroad.

This station was named for John C. White

from whom the railroad in 1916 had secured its right-of-way and
depot site.
vicinity

The post office was discontinued in 1963 and the

is now on a Manchester rural route. (1) Mrs. Lewis

Cottingim, Shelbyville, Ky., interview, 10/28/1977; (2) R.R.
South (Kincaid Herr) "Our Station Names--Their Family Trees"

,-:7

THE L&N EMPLOYES' MAG. 9/1949, P. l~

73 ~

I
I

'l.-" G,

V COVINGTON (Kenton Co.)

I

lliUhV/ih~/t'd:3J

(Covington, Newport).

Kentucky's 4th largest city with an estimated 45,300 residents/
~',

this 2nd class industrial city with,an active post

office is at the mouth of the Licking River, directly

ac~oss

the

Ohio River from Cincinnati and some 80 air miles ne of downtown
Louisville.

The city grew from a tract of 200 acres between the

west bank of the Licking and the south bank of the Ohio called
The' Point from whicJ:!. military activities agai!lst the
Indians were staged.

tram~-Ohio

By 1794 a settlement that may also have

been called Kennedy's Ferry had been established here around
Thomas Kennedy's tavern, landing, and ferry.

In 1815 the

brothers John S. and RicJ:!.ard Gano and,Thomas D. Carneal,.whp had
acquired some 150

~cres

of Kennedy's property,.founded a town

which they named for Gen'l. Leonard Covington of Maryland (17681813) who had been mortally
Field in the War of 1812.

woun~ed

at the Battle of Chrysler's

The Covington post office was estab-

lished Oct. 3, 1815 with Henry M. Buckner, postmaster,
town was granted a city charter in 1834.

~nd

the

With the increase in

the suburbanization of the area to the south and southwest came
a population decline from a,1930 peak of 65,000. [51) SESQUICENTENNIAL SOUVENIR PROGRAM, 1815-1965, 1965, P. II; (2) Margaret
S. Hartman,

"Cov~ngton

and the Covington Company" REG. OF THE

KHS, Vol. 69, 4/1971, Pp.I:':'%_ ~

Iq

r, l/7 y

V COWAN _ (Fleming Co.) I \!ow/Cl~ (Cowan). A hamlet extetlding swi
along KY 32 for about

Ii

miles from KY 560, 7! air miles w of

Flemingsburg, -":- to a point about a mile from the Nicholas Co.
line.

The L&N-Railroad station and the post office established

as Cowan by Frank M. Allan on June 13,1872 were named for John'
Cowan, a highly respected farmer on whose land the station was
located.

The post office closed in 1958 and ,the 100 or so resi-

dents of this community now secure their mail from Ewing, 1. 7
'road miles ne. [<1) Mrs. Martha Royse, interview, 9/26/19771 (2)
Rev. J.J. Dickey, newsp. hist. of Fleming Co. inlthe FLEMING
GAZETTE, 5/3/1 93§ j'gl, '::l"~

-,

,

,

'

,

/COWCREEK (Owsley Co.): lJow/Kreeil (Cowcre,ek). This extinct post
office on-KY, 28, at'the'fork~ 'of Cow Creek, '4 air miles se of BoonE
ville, was established Aug. 10, 1900 with Alfred Eversole, postmaster.

The creek, an 8 mile long branch of South Fork of the

Kentucky River, was named for the buffalo cow said to have been
killed on its banks by Richard Reynolds in 1815.

The area is now

served by the Booneville post office. ~oyce Wilson, THIS WAS
YESTERDAY, 1977, P. lij

r. . ,".

~

"2.-'l-

~

I.oxs

CREEK

(Nelson Co.): \lahx!;> z Kree~ (Fairfield). This

settlement with an active post of rice on us )le/150.

4~

air

miles n of Bardstown. and the nearby creek, a branch of Salt
River, were named for Col. Isaac Cox. Jr. (1756-1787). a
Pennsylvania-born

Revolu~ionary

War veteran.

Cox arrived in

the vicinity in April 1775 to settle on a 1000 acre preemption and established the nearby Cox's Station. said to have
been the first pioneer station in the county.

The crossroads

settlement of Cox's Creek was founded at the junction of the
present US )le

~nd

KY 509 where the post office was established

Nov. 28, _1856 with John C. Cox, postmaster.

In the early 1960s

the Kentucky Highway Department ordered the removal of the
local store and post

of~ice

which, having obstructed the view

of oncoming traffic at the intersection, had: been t:esponsible
for a number of serious accidents.
about

t

The post office is now

mile s of the intersection. [1) Sarah B. Smith. inter-

view, 11/4/1978; (2) Ibid •• HIST'C. NELSON CO., 1971, P. 288;
"-,
() Ben H. Coke, JOHN MAY, JR. OF VAl HIS DESCENDANTS AND THEIR
LAND,

Balti: Gateway Press, 1975, P. 26~ V3, Iq~, I~~'

->

.,' .. '."''''..-:r.'1- ~ ..:: ~'<.

/cRAB ORCHARD

(Lincoln Co.)

I

1}:raeb

Awr/chdr~

(C'rab Orchard,

Brodhead). A 6th class' city with an active post office and some
880 residents

cente~i1jg

'at the junction of US 150 and KY 39 and

643, 8t air miles se of Stanford.

It is generally assumed that

\,icm.e.e.r

this ;.,_ .r2.,v station on the Old Wilderness Rd. was named for the
large forest of crabapple trees there, a most impressive site to
t~Ql"e.Ie..rs"·.:

from 'nirginia.

(Another explanation of :Fe red though

not necessarily accepted by the late Will N. Craig is that it waS
named for Isaac Crabtree, a Long Hunter, "who later acquired a
pre-emption which included a large section of this orchard.

For

the sake of euphony the names were correlated, the tree of his
name giving to Orchard (sic), thus forming the name Crab

or~hard'l50 The Crab Orchard,post office was established Feb. 23,
'1815 with Archibald Shanks, postmaster.

A variety of mineral

springs made this an attractive resort area and one of the most
popular watering places in the south for over a century.

The

famed Crab Orchard Springs Hotel, built around 1827 by Isaac
Shelby III, was considered, before the Civil War, the "Saratoga
of the South", El) "Crab Orchard Springs" ,bY Will N. Craig, in
EARLY LINC. CO. HIST., compo & ed. by Mrs. M.H. Dunn, 1975; Pp.
80-31 (2) Welby Burgin, interview, 4/29/1978; (3) LINC. CO.
BICENT. 1775-1975, pub. by Interior Journal, 1975, no'p] ro,i1-V/'{'I"/8'

vCRA·ILHOPE (Green Co.)

I

1!ral!hohp] (Center). An abandoned store buildinl

a garage, and some homes remain of the second site of this settlement ai
the junction of K'() 218 and 1048, several hundred yards from the Metcalj
Co. line and lOt air miles sw of Greensburg.
..

,

At a place , perhaps on the

w:.. , . bank of the Little Barren River, that may also have been called

Ne~

York, D.D. Higgason and Wm. Daniel Myers opened the Crailhope store in
which, on Sept. 12, 1883, Myers established the Crailhope post office.
The name recall's the pioneer James Crail and his family which arrived or
the Little Barr.en around 1800., Three theories have been offered, for· the
curious second part of the name. Either local .people
a smallpox outbreak or they

hope~

h9P~d

·they'd survi,

they'd be able to make it up the

difficult Crails Hill during the winter, or it was early considered suct
a "trifling" I?lace that it Vias hoped it would fare better in time. In
t~

..

any event, the post off.ice moved .. _ <

'-' -'

,up

K~:,

218 to more level terrair

and conditions improved. Nothing remains of the original site and the
area now·.:ie'ceives its mail from·:Center, 4t road miles sw. Dl) Leon Kidc
interview, 7/20/1978;' (2) iJTehn

n.

Ewing, ill GREENSBURG REOORB-HERALD-,

/
/
L
I +_2l6.
po I .slOr2,19<>9
, P. '.6
. L . J . . :J
"

-

• • \

.l

~ CRANES

NEST

(Knox CO.). (Kranz NehsJJ (Heidrick). A settlement

with an active post office on KY 1803, at the mouth of Hubbard
Branch of Richland Creek, and 7t air miles n of Barbourville.
Though residents have always spelled this name with the terminal
"s", the Post Office Department, since the establishment of the
office on July 13, 1874, has spelled it without one.

According

to tradition, someone is supposed to have found a crane's nest
in the vicinity and this must then have been considered unusual.
Timber was cut and wood products were shipped from here in the
late 19th century.

[Jl)

Sherman Oxendine, interview, 6/23/1978;

(2) K. Sol Warren, interview, 6/23/197~

1

30o

, IYO?

~ CRANKS

(Harlan Co.)

I

~rae\')~J

(Evarts).

This community

with a 1970 population of some 400 and an active post office
just w of the junction of US 421 and KY 568, 9 air miles se
of Harlan, was named for its location on Cranks Creek, a
branch of Martins Fork of the Cumberland River.

The name of

the creek and nearby Cranks Ridge and Gap is said to have been
corrupted from Thranks, that of a pioneer surveyor.

(Yet it

could have been named for one or more families of Crank known
to have lived in Knox, Bell, and Clay Co's. in the early 19th
century~

Cranks post office was established April 9. 1908

with Harvey L. Ledford, postmaster.

An earlier post office on

the creek--in fact, one of the oldest in the county, was
Cranks Creek, in operation from May 27. 1848 to Sept. 8, 1849
and again, though perhaps at another site, from Oct. 25, 1871
to Jan. 8, 1874. L:(1) Mabel Green Condon, A HIST. OF HARLAN
CO., Nashv., Parthenon Press, 1962, P. 48; (2) Raymond D.
Crank, Folsom. Cal. in letter to KHS, 7/19/197i] V(, I ,,~o

/

CRAYNE

(Crittenden Co.)

I

~ra~

(Marion). A village with an

active post office on US 641 (KY 91) and the Illinois Central
Gulf Railroad. 3 air miles s of Marion.

There was very likely

a settlement at this site prior to the establishment :t;hete'oof the
Crayneville post office on Jan. 12. 1888.

The post office and

railroad station were named for a local family whose progenitor
may have been a pioneer settler. George Crayne.

In 1907 the

post office was renamed Crayne to avoid confusion with Caneyville
in Grayson Co. to which mail had been frequently missent.

About

a mile s of Crayne was the site of Centerville. founded in 1799
by James Armstrong. a South Carolinian. which. from 1804 to 1809.
served as the centrally located seat of the original Livingston
Co. from which Critt'enden and adjacent Caldwell Co IS. were formed.
With the creation of Caldwell Co. in 1809. the Livingston Co.
seat was removed to Salem.

Nothing remains to mark the site of

Centervill'e but a few foundation stones.

fl.l)

Braxton McDonald.

interview. 8/28/19781 (2) "Centerville" ms. by Seth Wigginton of

::l

Fredonia. Ky.5

I 0 0

9 I I '3
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/ CREAL

(Green Co.). ~re:iJ (Magnolia).

A hamlet with an active

post offlice on KY 61 and the Tom Bill Branch of Brush Creek, 1.7
miles from the LaRue Co. line and l)i air miles nw of Greensburg.
Though the community has always been Creal, named for a very
prominen-~ early Green and Russell Co. family (q. v. Creelsboro),

its post office, in operation from 188) to 1919, was called
Dezarn [Da/zahr~ for the family of its first postmaster, Elisha
Dezarn. A store- still serves the locality which gets its mail
from Mt. Sherman, 2i road miles nw in LaRue Co. ~am Moore,
interview, 7/20/l97~

1"3:1,(

-,

~'-::';f·~·~'--·

·

../ CREEKMORE

. ;' :~'

,'.,

(McC~'eat:y 'C6'.) I l!reek/ma~ ~Ketchen)., A"hamlet

on KY 14/,0 near thehe'ad of~ Hayes Creek.- 2 mj,le~ ~rom tl),e
Tennessee ~tate line and, 9: ~ir miles se of Whitley City. "
The recently discontinued post office was

3, 1893' and" named 'for, and by i1;S first

estab~ished,Jan.,

pos~master,
,

("Ek")

Creekmore~ ..

6/22/19?i\

road miles w.

~ith

Ross, interview,

"161.

"
-. ,. :.

-,

",

Embry II:.
.

Mail service if;l now provided by the post

5t

office at Strunk,

,

"
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,

'
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v~ CREELSBORO (Russell Co.): (ireelz/buhr/cili) (Creelsboro).
A hamlet with ,:~;:'extinct post office on Long Bottom of the
Cumberland Ri:YJ;Jr, now at the junction of KY 379 and 1058,
9 air miles sw of Jamestown.

One of the

6lde~t

communities

in the c:Ounty, it was established by Legislative act as
Creelsburgh in 1819 at or near the site of William Campbell's
Ferry, and may first have been known as Campbellsburg.

The

post office, established as Cree~sburgh on Jan. 17, 1828 with
Thomas C. Graves, postmaster, b~came Creelsboro(ugh) in 1864.
It had been named for Elijah and Elsey (Elza) Creel; early
proprietors, and the progenitors of a family'of distinguished

7

diplomats.

Their son, Reuben, served as US Consul in Mexico

during the Civil War while his son, Enrique, was governor of
Chihuah)J~',1903-0~', and Mexican ambassador to the US, 1906-09.

nl) SP~ITE & BUGLE, 12/3/1972, P. 5:1-6; (2) GUIDE TO KY.
HIST'L. HIGHWAY MAR~ERS, 1969, P. 227, #1102J I~O'f'1

• ,

, "

V' CRESCENT

SPRINGS (Kenton Co.): r!rehsrc,nt Sprih!) zJ (Covington). This

5th class suburban' city ~f some 2300 persons, centering on

Ky

371

just north of I-75', 4 air miles wsw of downtown Covington, is p,art of
the 3000 acre military grant first settled by the family' 9f Robert' ..
McKay (McCoy) from Frederick Co .', Va. in 1785.
was predominatly an 'area of 'large farms,-

Until the l870s

it' "

The name was applied 'to the;,

vicinlty with the arrival of the Cincinnati Southern (now Sout~ern)

~ne

Railroad ln 1877;,; "Ae'cording h

"crescent'~' ref~l;'rE\; ::"

account!:, the

to the shape of the tracks pas,sing through :t'he settlemen't". though to

.

.'

"

. .

.

" ,

;'

-

an'other it 'designated the "Quee:n." and CreseEmt _Railroad".: a nickname,
o.f the Cincinnati'Southern::

The 'thl'ee aI'~a sp~[;"g~ 'furnished an
"

'

abundant'supply of' wat'er to the <?omniuriity, al'ld ra'n'road 'al'ike.
depot and stores., opened 11'\ the l890s,,; and, the , Crescent
-Spr'ings po~t' ':
,
,

.' '.

. .·r'

office;'; established 'Sept;; 25,;. 1891,,,:' ~tt:raeted' sl:lb~I'ban,res,~dents whi~e
incorpo':r,'ation 'in 1957, and the cons't~uetio!"l 0:6':]};....75, se\v-era:t years"", '

. ,',
. , .,
."
- - '. ':
'later.'b¥ought a,'greiit'el' 'i~:fl'ux ,'~f h0mes,.and"bl:lslne'Sses.
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With the' ,
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'v/CRESTWOOD (Oldham Co,): ~rehst!woO~ (Crestwood). A 6th class
city with an 'active post office and some 580 residents, on KY
22 and 146, contiguous on
and

~

the,~w

air miles sw of LaGrange.

to

th~

Vall~y

city of Pewee

The post office

w~s"

established

July 2, 1857 as Beard's Station for Joseph Beard who, a

whi~e

before, had donated the land for the local Louisville & Frankfort
(now L&N) Railroad station.

Afte~

the name was shortened to

Beard in 1880, railroad men got tO,calling the s,tatiol1-

"Whis,kers'~

and while old line reSidents goodfr-ta turedly acc.epted, this, newcomers from Louisville would notjFearing,ridicule, they,
succeeded in getting the name of the post office, station,
community changed to Crestwood in 1909.

~d

No one knows why thts

inapt name was chosen) fClr the place, is "hardly at, the crest of
the gradual ascent of the wooded country rOUl}g abo1,lt." ~ucien
V. Rule, liThe Towns and Village/? of Oldham Co. "} ch. 27 of the
3rd part of his OLDHAM CO. HIST. c192iJ 1bJ

I] r,"

...

""-n ~

"

;.,:"';" 1r<

./ CRIDER (Caldwell Co.); llirahld~J;J (Crider). This rural community on the
now Illinois Central Gulf Railroad and

K~'

91, 4], air milesnw of Prince·

ton, has borne this name since the 18]Os when it was settled by several
related families of Criders who had come to Crittenden County from Pittsylvania Co., Virginia ih the first decade of the 19th century.

While

this vicinity may have been served by the Walnut Grove post office from
1841 to 1874, the Crider post office itself was established on Jan. 20,
1888 with Simpson M. Welden, postmaster, and with a canning factory,
rolling mfll i. depot, and several stores it served'this community until
it was discontinued in 1954.

Now only a church and a store are left and

the 40 residents receive their mail from Princeton.
~,

,

~ancy

.
1 0/ 1 /
Beck, .
~nterv~ew,

',,:;)

19~

/"l.... 7

[Olive Eldred and

:if"

•

.

:

.

c'

CO\.\~IT'

/

CRITTENDEN
Seat:

:

~riht/~n/ddiJ _.

364- sq. miles.

Pop.,~,;?O().

!Ylarion.E~tab1ished in 184-2 from the eastern part

of Livingston Co. and named for John

':J.

Crittenden (1787-

1863). sometime US Attorney General and l3enator and-15th
governor of Kentucky (184-8-50).

/ CRITTENDEN. (G'rant Co.)

I

@rihthn/ddrQ

(Walton).

A 6th class

city with an active post office and some 550 residents on US 25
and I 75. t mile from the Kenton Co. line and 8 air miles n of
Wil~iamstown.

The family of David Cooper are said to have been

the first settlers of the vicinity (c.1820) though Collins'
History reports that Lewis Myers had built a travelers rest
there in 1812.

The community was first called Pin Hook (sic)

until 1834 when Mary A. (mrs. Joho/Fenley (sic) renamed it for
John J. Crittenden (1787-1863). popular Kentucky office holder
who was later to serve as its 15th governor. The local post
John.
office. which.Fenley had established as Sanders on Ap"ril 14.
1831. was also

-

renam~~

Crittenden in 1834.

The town was

incorporated in 1839 and soon became an important industrial and
commercial center but its prosperity declined after a disastrous
fire in 1897.

~l) Robt. Elliston. HIST. OF GRANT CO •• 7/4/1876.

reprinted by Grant Co. News. 11/23/1951; (2) H.V. Rouse in GRANT
CO. SESQUICENT. PROG.. 8/23-9/1970. Pp. 13-~ bf I ""'1

.;,-

~CROCKETT

(Morgan CO.)I ~rahk/diJ (Dingus).

A hamlet with
0-

an active post office and one of the 'county's 5 elementjfry
schools, on KY 172 and Fannin Fork of Elkhorn Creek, 9-k air
miles ne of West Liberty.

First settled by Fannins, Hutchin-

sons. and Barkers, i t,:was. for many years. called Wheeler
cJ.A.o
!Qym (sic) for the many WheeJers who liv:ed in the vicinity.
.

.........

~

The post offlice was esta?lished April 19. 1900 and named by
the first postmaster. Peter Fannin. for his son;_ David Crockett
"

Fannin. ~rthur C. Johnson. EARLY MORGAN CO, 1974. Pp.
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j CROCUS

(Adair CO.):' !!roh/k"gJ (Creelsboro).
,

An extinct

post office on KY 1313, just short of the Russell Co. line,
and 8t air miles se of Columbia.

In 1840 a community in

this vicinity was founded by Legislative act and named
Millersville probably for John Miller, local landowner.
The post office by thi's rrarne, established J'une 3, 1845 with
Archelaus A., Strange, postmaster, moved to Russell Co. in;
the early l890S and closed in 1879.

Another post office.

established Aug. 10, 1885 with J)arnes P. Miller, postmaster,
was named Crocus for the creek

Ii

miles s which had probably

been named for the wi'ld crocuses growing on'" its banks.
However, according to Jhdge Wells' history of Cumberland Co.,
through which it flows to join the Cumberland River above
Burkesville, the creek was named by early surv:eyors for the
l'ocal Indians who seemed to resemble a tribe called the
Crocus. Mai~s(!XVice is now provided 'qy, the Glens FOF-k post
office, 3t road miles

~w.

eLl) Elsa Bryant, C9LUl)1BIA STATES,::·

MAN, 3/19/1970; (2) Wm. Wells, HIST. OF CUMBERLAND CO. 1947,
Pp. l5 l
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./ CROFTON

(Christian Co.): ~rahf!td~ (Crofton). A 5th class

city with an active post office and some 680 residents at the
junction of US 41 and KY 800. 1 mile w of the Pennyrile Parkway
and lOt air miles n of Hopkinsville.

James E. Croft, the owner

of this site, agreed in 1870 to deed land for a depot to the
Ev:ansville Henderson & Nashville (now Evansville & Nashville
Division of the L&N) Railroad if the station would be named for
him.

On Dec. 12. 1871 the Wooldridge's Store post office which

had been established in 1850 at a point 2t miles s was moved to
the station site and renamed Crofton.

The community that grew

up around station and post office was incorporated on Feb. 6,
1873 and is still the trading center for northern Christian Co.

r.:~illiam
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Turner, interview, 8!7/1977~
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CROMWELL

(Ohio Co.),

CKrahm/we~

(Cromwell). A village with

an active post office and some 200 residents

on US 231, t mile

n of the G'reen River and 9 air miles se of Hartford.

Before

the arrival of the railroads in Ohio Co. in 1871,_ the community
was located on the river. around Porter's Landing and. with
tobacco factories, warehouses. stores, and fine homes, was one
of the more important Green River towns.

The post office,

established as Porter's Landing on May 28, 1846 with F'elix Ji.
King. postmaster. was renamed Cromwell in 1852 for Oliver
Cromwell Porter.

Said to have built the first home there in

1835, Porter soon became the owner of a fleet of flatboats on
which he shipped local farm produce d9wn;th'e rivers to New
Orleans.

As elsewhere, the railroads drew trade away from the

river towns and the community around Porter's Landing, now
called Old 'Cromwell, has since been nearly altogether abandoned.
with homes and businesses now on the highway and the roads
leading up to it.

~) FOGLE'S PAPERS:

A HIST. OF OHIO CO •• KY.

by McDowell A. Fogle, n.d., Pp. 197, 319; (2) Perrin. 1885,
P. 99~
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JCROPPER'(ShelbY Co.):

~..:i]

(N. Pleasureville).

This

hamlet with active post" office and some 200 residents, "
centering at the junction,of KY

~3

and the L&N Railroad

and 8 air miles ne of Shelbyville, was in an area first
settled by the Dutch Tract families (q.v. Pleasureville).
One of their number, James Cropper, is said to have been'
the first to build a home and store at this site and the
community was named for him.

The post office, established

as Cropper "s Depot on Sept. 29,. 1851 with James H. Cropper,
postmaster, became simply Cropper in 1882.
rated as a town in 1890.

It was incorpo-

Though.the town was certainly not

named for its being the rail shipping point for area share
croppers or tenant farmers, as some over the years have
contended, it did provide this service on the old Louisville
Cincinnati & Lexington which became the Lexington Branch of
the L&N Railroad. ~elby Co. Hist. Soc., 10/28/19T~J
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~ CROSSLAND

(Calloway CO.)I Qfraws/ldn~ (Lynn-Grove).

A crossroads hamlet with extinct post office on the Tennesseestate line, 6! air miles ssw of Murray.

The office established

by Boswell Harding on March 24, 1868 was named for Judge Edward
Crossland (1827-1881) of the Common Pleas Court who later
served this district in the US Congress (1871-75}

Until the

office was discontinued in 1925, it had served a thriving trade
center for area tobacco and cotton planters.

Now there is a

sawmill, store, and little e'lse, and the 50 residents get'their
mail from Hazel, 2;8 road miles e. []l) Perrin"1885, Pp. 85-6:
(2) Brown C. Tucker, interview, 8/4/1977.: (3) MEM. RECORD OF
W. KY., Chil Le~is Pub. Co., 1904, Pp. 195-i]''f b , 169, I-Yol

~CROW~OWNi ~Galdwell Co.). ~roh/to~ (Princeton West, Crider)
A strictly residential extension of Princeton, the county seat.
stretching nw for about t mile along KY 91 just n of the Princeton interchange on the Western Kentucky Parkway.
for several

fami~ies

of Crows that had

early in this century.

sett~ed

It was named

that vicinity

One of the Crows had a sawmill at the

site of Edward Young's store, since closed.

A

spring-fed Lake Rabbit, now privately owned

b~t

a county recreation area.

t

mile e is
at one time

Several years ago a local womans'

club was unsuccessful in its efrorts to adopt Lakeview as a
more pleasant sounding name for the community; the US Board
on Geographic Names in

~967

its historic precedence.

decided in favor of Crowtown for

Today both names are used locally.

The community's postal needs have always been met by the
Princeton post office. ~l) Mary Grace Pettit. interview. 8/Z/

1977; (Z) Olive S. Eldred, interview. 10/1/1977; (3) BGN Rept.
1967. from Edward Young. storekeepe~

lOOu,/'l.7f?',13.r1

~UISE

(Laurel CO.)I

~ruiJ

(Parr.ot).

This extinct post

office at the end of KY 1228, about 1* miles s of the forks
of Rockcastle River and lIt air miles n of London, was named
for an old settler who may have owned and operated a nearby
fe~y

and tavern.

Another tavern keeper, Welcom (sic)

Mullins, established the office on June 21, 1899.

(:The

Logan Ewell Stories" col. in the SENTINEL ECHO, 9/28/19 6

•
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~CRUM

(Lewis CO.)I

~ruh~

(Stricklett).

No one really knows

how this settlement on:KY 344, at the mouth of Lee Branch of
Kinniconick Creek, loi air miles sw of Vanceburg, got its name.
Though Crum is a family name in ne Kentucky, there are no
known Crum families in this area.

It is possible, though,

that one or more had lived there in years past, or early
settlers--!D8.y have wished to honor friends or relatives from
another place.
explanation 1

J.S. Mavity once offered this folk etymological
"The country store in that section had gathered

up everything worth grabbing and then came a cyclone along and
blowed the store away.

Several years after that, E.G. Clark,

a native thereabout, discovered that calves and chickens had
again taken root in that vicinity and he thought there might
b¢. a crum of comfort there, so he started another store and got
1:/.00

a post office established called Crum •• "

The office, established

May 2, 1882 with Thomas B. Clark, 'postmaster, was discontinued'
in 1924, and the area is now on a V,anceburg rural route. [(1)
Beulah Faye Lykins, interview, 6/20/1977; (2) Mavity in letter
to Wm. G. Steel,

5/19/1 92D
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~ CRUMMIES (Harlan Co:): ~ruhm/e~ (Evarts). A hamlet with an
active post office and

an L&N

Long Branch of Crummies Creek
tRe~~~eep±aRa-R~vep),

Railroad station on US 421 and
(a-tpfe~taPy-ef-MaPtfR8-~ap~-af

7 air miles se of Harlan.

It was un-

doubtedly named for the stream, a tributary of Martins Fork
of the Cumberland River, along which, it is said, someone had

"
once observed a large h~rd_ ~!,,12~f~!-f9._
('i~~e~) with crumpled
horns.
crummy.

A COw with crooked horns is still called a crummie or
The post office was established Aug. 11,

Thurman C. Chappell, postmaster.

192~

with

~l) Mary T. Greene, Bell Co.

Ky. term paper for Leonard Roberts, Union ColI. c1955; (2)
Mabel Green Condon, A HIST. OF HARLAN CO. 1962, P. 115; (3)
Am. ColI. Diet. Random House, 1967, P. 29~
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~CRUTCHFIELD

(Fulton Co.),

~ruhch/fee~

(Crutchfield).

Only 2 churches and an active post office remain of this once
prosperous sawmill town and trade center on the Illinois Central
Gulf Railroad. just w of US 51 and the Hickman Co. line and 13
air miles e of Hickman. the Fulton Co. seat.

Though the town is

said to have sometime: borne the name Alexander for one of the
railroad's station agents and even the nickname Slap Out for
reasons now unknown, it has generally been·identified by the
name applied to its post office, when established March 9, 1874-.
a fVI r. c. y-u. +c,kf' <!...l t I
to honor 1\ an early resident. [1etter to me from postmaster, 9/26/
198
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.J CUB'A (G~av.es

Co.):

C~b~ (Cuba). A hamlet with an extinct

post office now on KY 303, 9t air miles s of Mayfield.

The

post office, established Feb. 12, 1858, was undoubtedly named
for the Caribbean island whose acquisition from Spain was then
a popular cause in the slaveholding states.

After an inter-

mittent existence, the office closed for good in 1905 and the
community is now on a Mayfield rural route.

When the construc-

tion of KY 303 bypassed the original business district, new
businesses were established on the highway and a distinction
is now 10cal:J;y made between New and Old Cuba. [!.on Carter
Barton, interview, 8/5/197?]'''''l-l?'

/

CUBAGE

(Rell Co.)

I

~UhbhdD (Warilla).

This active P9st

office on KY 987 and Brownies Creek. a tributary of the
Cumberland River. was established May 17, 1879 with Andrew
Wilder, postmaster, and named for Cubage Creek, a branch of
Brownies nearly 2 miles below (w of) the present post office
site, some 10 air miles ese of Pineville.

According to

tradition, the first settlers found the words "oub bear killed
here" carved on a bee·ch tree on the creek ~Ra'l;-B!ay-~;i,P8t-Rave
tieeR-ea~~ea-SHti-~eeeRj

and th~s Cubage may have been a corrup-

tion of Cub Beech, a possible early name for that stream.'oS-1
Bell. Co's. late historian. H.H. Fuson reported but tended to
discount the contention that it was named for a Mr. Cubage
(Cubbage-?), one of a party of pioneer hunters, who remained
on the creek until he could overcome a case of frostbitten

feetJ~Cubage Elementery School is now located at the mouth of
the creek. [11) Olen Cowen, pm, letter to me, 4/7/1980; (2)
H.H. Fuson, HIST. OF BELL CO., KY •• 1947, Pp. 221-i]7-?l o n

t/ CUB'

RUN (Hart Co.):

~uh b

This
RunDJ (Cub Run). /village of some 250 res i-

dents at the junction of KY ,88 and 728,'8 air miles w,'

,of Munford-

ville, was named for its location
above the head of Cub Run, a north
•
Q~e. story is that a group. of

bank tributary.';. of the Green River.

hunters were sitting around when a bear cub happened to run past. This
prompted one to remark "Look at the cub run".

And that may be how the

1331
stream got its name.\..
Or else a Mr. Craddock, on a hunting trip,

found a mother bear and her cub.
later

He killed only the mother; and when

why he had not also killed her cub, he replied "the cub
a-wl WaS'
run." ~~:'?>jThe community was first called Crossroads" a popular meeting
as~ed

and camping spot in pioneer days.

Another post office of this name

led to the consideration of an alternative.

The name of the creek

proved an acceptable one and on Jan. 7, 1874 Aaron Reams became the
first postmaster of Cub Run.

A third account of the naming has to do

with its application to the post office:

While considering its name,

the village elders spotted a bear cub. When one raised his gun to
shoot it, the others shouted "Run, cub, run,!,". And that suggested the
.fy" ,
the post ofi'ice,
namE., .".' Several stores, churches,/and a consolidated elementary schoo:
still serve western Hart Co and its approaches to the Nolin Reservoir.

[I:)

Ann Matera, interview, 7/21/1978; (2) Judge Roy A. Cann's ms. hist.

of Hart Co., 1971, P. 19; (J) Dollie Logsdon and Prisilla Stith, "Cub
Run, Hart Co., Ky." HART CO. HIST'L.

Q.

Vol. 4,7/1972, Pp. 8_1~r'r'6/~6;
1'13 {

v' CULLEN (Union Co.): l1uhlhriJ (Sturgis) .-,hi,s extinct post
office.at the junction of KY 758 and 950, 6 air miles s of
w.as

Morganfield, established Feb. II, 1885 and A named for its
first postmaster, Joseph Cullen, or his family.

It served

a community until then known as Weaver City for Gen'l. James
B. Weaver of Iowa, the Greenback Party's candidate for presi-

dent in 1880 who was to poll over a million votes as the
Populist candidate for that office in 1892.

The Cullen post

office was discontinued in 1906 and the area's farm
_ _ -'---____C

resi~

del:rt.s~ren.9Y; _9Il _a~prganfiel~-.r.l}£al rO!l;t§.~ J:]J~.T..!.~F UN1.91'L
CO., KY. 1886, P.

7221
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~DAISY

(Perry Co.): [pi/zejJ (Tilford). An active post office

on KY 699

serving a number of homes on Lower Hicks Branch,

across Leatherwood Creek from its present location,
miles sse of Hazard.

9~

air

It was' established July 21, 1905 with

Lizzie Cornett., postmaster, and may have been named for Daisy
Cornett.

About this time the Ritter Lumber Co. built a large

sawmill here to ~hich it constructed a narrow gauge railroad
to haul the

l~~~. ITi) '~oscoe

Davis, interview, 7/29/1978; (2)

Estill McIntyre, interview, 7/7/1
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,/CUIIIBERLAND ~uhm/b<Jr/l-an(dlJ.
Seat I

Burkesville.

310 sq. miles.

POP'I''J.3Y..

,l!;stabiished in 17.98 from part of Green

Co. and named for the river that flows through it which, in
~"-- E!-)<~

Lo y-Q~

turn, is said to have been named bylDr. Thomas Walker, for
the Duke of Cumberland.

J CUMBERLAND (Harlan Co.): ~uhm!ber/l .. n.!D (Benham, Louellen).
A 4th class city with an active post office and some 4100
persons (thus the largest town in the county), centering at
the junction of US 119 and KY 160, just s of-the Letcher Co.
line and 19 air miles ene of Harlan.

Until 1926 the town

was called Poor Fork for its location on one of the 3 forks
of the Cumberland River.

The stream, which is said to have

been named for the relative unproductivity of its soil, flows
wsw to join the Cumberland River at Baxter, just below
Harlan.

The post office, one of the oldest in the county,

was establiShed as Poor Fork on Feb. II, 1837 with Hezekiah
Brunson. postmaster.

After an intermittent existence it,

by

like the town. was renamed Cumberland on June I, 1926 local
~

businessmen who sought a more dignified and propitious name
for their growing community. ~l) Lizzie Farmer, contributed
to WPA, 12/7/1938; (2) LCJ&T, 9/10/1972. P.B4:~.J.r3, 't21

/

CUMBERLAND CITY

(Clinton Co. ~

(Cumberland City).

I

@Uhm/bdr/l'and

Siht/e~

This hamlet with extinct post office at

the junction of KY 588 and 829, 8 air miles nne of Albany,
was once a Poplar Mt. Coal Company town serving its extensive
mineral and timber operations in the area.

The post office

was established April 26, 1867 with Samuel M. Dick, postmaster, and probably named for the Cumberland River, some 4
miles n, from which a rail line was extended to the site in
the 1880s.

The company's operations ceased many years ago

and its holdings were sold.

Since the post office closed in

1940, the community has been on an Albany rural route. [Eva
Conner, interview, J/22/l97j]i ~:1

' ...... _

I

v' CUNDIFF

(Adair Co,;')

I

~uhn/da:O (Amandaville, Creelesboro).

A hamlet whose active post office, 1 mile e of Crocus Creek,
over a mile e and n of the Cumberland Co. line, and 10 air
miles sse of Columbia, was established Jan. 29, 1925 and
probably named for the first postmaster, Rester C. Cundiff.
Prior to this, the community was called Melson Ridge for the
local elevation that-:had been-:naIl!ed
families.

-

for:-_s~veral

local

./ CUNNINGHAM

(Carlisle Co.)

I

fr.uhn/ih'>1/hae.i]

(Blandville) •

A village with an active post office centering at the junction
of US 62 and KY IB20, 6 air miles ene of Bardwell.

It was

founded around IBBO on a site that may first have been settled
in IB22 by George Reeves.

The post office was established

August 4, IBB2 by Jesse W. Moss, local storekeeper, and named
for a Mr. Cunningham, a temporary resident.

& MEMORIES OF CARL. CO., Wickliffe I
. P.

?ij

~6

~an Graves, HIST.

Advance-Yeoman Pub., 195B,

~

CURDSVILLE (Daviess Co.):

~3dz/vi~

(Curdsville). This busy 19th century

shipping port and manufacturing town om the Green River. just above the
and
mouth of Panther Creek 10 air miles w. of Owensbor~ was first settled
A

around 184-2 by : Aquilla Spray.

According to tradnion. when Spray estab-

lished the post office in his store on Feb. 19. 1855. he named it for a
Green River steamboat captain/H.T. Curd who had' 1,Dromised him a barrel of
whiskey to do this.

Only the post office and several churches sf; 1/

" provide services for some 190 local resid:ents. tIl) Cecelia M.• Laswell,
"Towns

&

Vill. of Daviess Co." VlPA ms. 6/19/1936; (2) HIST. OF DAVIESS CO.

KY. 1883. Pp. 555. 560-1; (3) Potters HIST. OF DAVIESS CO. KY. 1974-. Pp.
24-2J ~111oy

I
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,j CURLEW (Union Co.):

~-:3!luJ (Dekoven). An abandoned coal town

and extinct post office at the junction of the present KY 667
and Martin Rd.,
Morganfield.

t mile wnw of DeKoven, and 11 air miles sw of

The post office of Curlew, established Sept. ),

1858 and named for the owner of the local mines, became
Curlew Mines in 1860.

Now the Curlew name identifies only

several homes on a Sturgis rural route. [Earl Bell, interview,

8/27/197~ I-""'-~

/

CURT (Breathitt Co.): [K~iJ (Canoe). This recently closed
post office on Cane Creek and KY 397, 2 miles s of KY 30
and

3~

air miles s of Jackson, was established April 28,

1928 with John Hall, postmaster, and named for Curt Turner,
a

re~pected local,farmer. ~verett ~ Back, interview, 6/30/
;:;-,

197~

I"'" '\.. 'l..

\

/ CURTIS

(Metcalfe Co.) I (K3th ~

(Edmonton) •

But for Winfrey

Chapel, little remains of a once thriving sawmill town on the
South Fork of the Little Barren River, a mile s of KY 496 and
2~

air miles se of Edmonton.

It was first locally known as the

Mann community for the local school, a mile n of the creek,
which had been built on land donated by James Harvey l\lannl.

The

first store was opened in 1884 by John and Add Shannon and the
post office was established rt,ay 29, 1901, by James Breeding and
Curtis Everett and named for the latter, a native of Summer
Shade.

The post office was closed in 1929 and the vicinity is

now on an Edmonton rural route.

~IST. OF MET. CO. prepared

by the Wolf Creek Dam Homemakers Dist., Met. Co., Ky., n. d.
(0.1949),

n.pJ "1.1

'l-

.~ CUSTER

(Breckinridge CO.)I

~uhs/ta~

(Custer).

A hamlet

with 2 stores, a consolidated school, and an active post office
at the Jjunction of KY 86 and 690, 10 air miles ese of Hardinsburg.

To serve a community then called Crossroads, this post

office was established on Aug. 8, 1876 with Felix Loeb, postmaster, and named for General G'eorge Armstrong Custer (1839-

1876), for on the day the application for the office was sent,
word had reached Washington of Custer's defeat at the
Big Horn.

[II)

Lit~le

Bill Thompson, interview,. 9/28/1977; (2) Lin

Bowling, "Hist. of Breck. Co. Postoffices" BRECK. CO. HERALDNEWS, 2/24/197~ ~9 0 I 11 ~

g-

/.:7 CUTSHIN' (Leslie Co.): @uht!Sh_9J (Cutshin). A hamlet with an
-

-

-

..

active post office on KY 699 and the e bank of the creek for
which it was named.

The office,

7t

air miles se of Hyden, was

established Aug. 21, 1860 with JamesC. Brewer as the first
postmaster.

The creek heads-almost at the Harlan Co. line and

flows in a generally nw direction

I

to the Middle Fork of the

Kentucky River at Smilax, 5 miles below the post office.

The

several traditional accounts of the name seem to refer either
to some ~fidentified early traveler or nunter who fell while
crossing the turbulent waters of the stream at high tide cutting his shin on a

jagg~d

rock or to an early settler on the

stream bottom who cut his shin with an ax while felling timber
for his new home. More likely the name merely suggests a
stream that is difficult to cross.

~)
A

~

Floyd Baker, interview,
_

_

4/23/1973; (2) Viola Bowling, in "Folk Customs" ms. for WPA, c.
193~ e- rS" I

,"I.. 1-::1

v'CYCLONE (Monroe Co.): ~ah/kloh~ (Sulphur Lick). A hamlet, with
extinct post office on Ky

~i

163. just yards from-the Metcalfe Co. line.

air miles north of Tompkinsville.

The pqst

of~ce.

with Sam'l. M. Billingsiey.·postmaste~

Nov. 28. 1891
-

establ~~hed

on'

was harned for

-

a cyclone that had struck the vicinity in the late 19th century killing several persons.

5i

Mail service is now provided from Summer Shade,

road miles nw in Metcalfe Co.' ~at Hagan, interview. 6/29/197~/<9-

,.
,

,i

viCYNTHIANA

(Harrison Co.):

~ihn/thee/aen/~

(Cynthiana).

A 4th class industrial city of some 5900 residents and the
seat of Harrison Co., centering at the junction of US 27 and
62 and KY 32 and 36, 73 air miles e of downtown Louisville.
On Dec. 10, 1793, the year the county was created, a log
setotlement on the e side of the South Fork of the Licking
River was chartered as a town and made the county seat.

It

was named for Cynthia.::and Anna, the daughters of Robert
Harrison who donated the land on which it was established.
The post office has been in continuous operation since April
1,1801. [perrin, 1882, Pp. 247_~/b7
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